in books lias been an annoyance to the
people in

farm, Garden, and Household.
1 HE TRUE SYSTEM OF

some

FARMING.

do too much is a common error into
frying
-h the farmer often falls. His great eugenics- in
wiving to he rich is doubtless the cuus< of hior.
He is ambitious and energetic, and forms
plans on a large -< ale. loo often, perhnp-. with-,
t counting the cost.
He buys a largo farm ami i
■nt- to be called a “large tanner." without under- !
.ruling or eon-idering the true dements that con-• utile the real farmer.
He fancie- the gr- atnc-> of
Vinegar I’i \nt. It belongs to the genus of
"if profession. :s h ton often the common estimate.
fungals (Petiicilium gloucum); and is easily propa■1* 111
proportion to the number of acre-, not to gated by following the annexed recipe: Take
cultivated, embraced within the boundaries o! half a pound of brown sugar and half a pint of
> domain.
Tin lad is iiowb* ing spread abroad, molasses; simmer them in three quarts of water
it a large farm doe- not mak< a man either rich. till well dissolved, thou
place the mixture in a
|
i:i»Tit*-d or happy, but on the contrary, the re-j wooden or stone
pot, cover it over, and place beof all the-e, mile-- well till*■* 1 where hi-tabor j hind the stove in a warm situation. In about six
1
warded by amp!*' crop- ..inI fair success in the or seven weeks you will find floating on the top a
•.rious department-in whi"h h<- i-engaged. Xo tough, fleshy substance—this is the vinegar plant;
finer can realize the full benefits of his profession
the mixture will have turned to vinegar, hut of a
ithout adopting a thorough system of culture. poorer quality than will tie manufactured without
Mi- ,-u- ci. «'•’Miiineusurate to his wishes, al ways j its aid.
Now prepare a mixture as before, and,
pends upon the manner in which he prepares his j when eoolish, lay over it the vinegar plant. A hit
minis, plants his seed, and rears his stock. 1 of
lathing or shingle should he laid upon the mixv it her of these departments, which
may bo eon-i ture before placing the plaut over it, as the vinegar
It red the cardinal ones of his profession, will is of a
purer quality if the plant does not lie wholly
k.
-arc of th; m-cPes.
The -oil may he rich, but
upon it. Set it behind the stove or beside the range,
heed* culture. Hi- wed may he -own. but it
covering it closely, and, in two weeks or more,
add be in »lue time, and alway s on soil well pre- taste it; if
sharp vinegar, bottle it. and continue
d. and ol a -likable quality for the production
your manufacture. The vinegar is of a dark color,
tin Top desired. Hi--lock must he cou-tnntly but of far better
quality than what is bought
cl lor—it derives it- thrift from the soil, and
generally for cider vinegar, but has never seen
*1- again to that soil tin* sustenance it requires;
It
is
apples.
probably that what ie termed the
this is not done in a loose or hap-hazard way. “mother" in
vinegar is closely allied to this plant,
farmer's *iv is required, and all his better and
might be employed by those who desire to
Izmciit inu-t b
xorcised in keeping up this
produce a “vinegar plant-’ without delay. The
!**m of roeiproca 1 beneth- that may be realized cost of
vinegar made in tills manner is extremely
v
every intelligent and indu-trioii- farmer.
small, and, as it is a condiment so universally emcultivation
and
1'MoroUgb
sy-teinatie attention to ployed in culinary matters, we recommend it to
parts of bis bu-im -< are mdi-p<nsible to a good our readers. Wc'do not think that there js anywrei
of -in * cs>
The vvry •■•rncr-snmc to this
thing deleterious in its properties, and it would
"hole svstein of fanning, i- to d<> what you do
certainly give many families a large supply of vine: orougl.lv—nature will not he cheated, and never
gar w ho would he tillable to procure it in any other
full :viimis i<* llm half way work that is prac- manner. A small wooden butter firkin would he
d liv vastly too many calling themselves farmers, an excellent utensil for its
preparation, as it could
i: !!<•• aii* 1 lias be« n worn, the extent of that ex- j he covered tighily.
,aMi'.'ii and the food required must be first eon- j
When a-certained, the full measure of j
d.
Ashes as a Manere. Mr. J. F. Blake contriw tnent s must b( gi\on, to bring out full
butes the following to the Maine Farmer—
!mum ha- but a-mall stock, and
P
Few farmers are aware of the value of wood
i amount of manure to re- ashes as
sin
.iw'
•,
manure, more especially as a top dressing
ohvioii- that but a small farm for
wn-inI. ii
grass lauds and potatoes in the hill. Five years
'.\ ith ii: an I good judgment at once
n
p
last May, I spread a barrel of ashes on a few
ago
•i-t ate- 1 "ii to
11Ifi\ ate properly a large farm,
square rods of run out grass land, and was astonmust Im uwd if good crops are ished at the result.
»*titi
ii w in i*
A thick coat of white clover,
\\ i?Ii tin labor; two men cannot
Vu.j
btabe d.
herds grass and red top started up the first season,
b ;;!I
'fi*■ hundred acre- of land, when the
the
increasing
growth four-fold where before it
; tu*>. and perhaps four,
might be profitably was hardly wortli mowing, and now the past seam < t on
eiity-five acres,
son—the sixth time it has been mown since the
fhis is tin- great error in farming. Two men ashes were
spread—there were twice the growth
do wbat four can’liardly do. and thus
: there was before it was
spread. 1 have found it
■>a:o> **!
CTC-, are run o.m
lialf tilled, and
beneficial
for potatoes in the the hill, one
equally
’• 'b
mg half crops. The laud i- run over till ! handful
being equal to a shovelful of barn yard ma■■Tii
"Ut, sustaining year all •: war the annual nure.
Potatoes free from rot, which is not the case
till its •uirrgi-'s arc cm ir -I v
hau.-t*. d, and it with manure; soi.
clay loam.
c\ a:
-b- to vii
i-M-bl* w-o; b cans*- im lif.- iWhat has made bong Island, with her comparaw.trn out.
tively barren soil the garden of Xew York, hut ashc
ml*! t bat i-bcing-pivad abroad on this subject es. Her farmers understand the true value of the
(•.winning i*. corn -1 tin's practice to some extent, article, and buy all they can
get of their more ima in in •*•!
iu-tam •> very little is returned to the
provident neighbors. Vessel loads are shipped
'!• t*i kc. p it allv.
till after -»■ *n ;d \eai-- of con- from all
parts of the country every year to enrich
tinual cropping it manifests signs of exhaustion her farmers.
rid wltini.it. barremie—. Whmi tillers of the soil
In mv boyhood I had noticed the effects of ashes,
iw-bni I :iieir tnn- im.•■rest, they will cultivate
assisting in the clearing oft" the new land, felling the
m :•
of tie- land than Hi v can d*> well.
Fifty thick heavy growth ami burning which would leave
go, brought to a high -tat.- of the service covered with ashes, and more
especiali\anon, p.ty- hatter than om* liundred run over
ly where the vast piles of logs were burned would
a th*- way Hilt many do.
leave a great accumulation of ashes, which if not
spread, will cause the grain to grow rank, lodge
and blight, which by simply spreading the ashes,
SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
would vastly improve the grain as far as spread.
,-p husbandry is one of tile most ancient and 1 can perceive no difference in value between
at.!.: occupations of man. In tin- Holv Bible leached or unlcached ashes.
■H that "Abel tv:i. a keeper of
sheep." This
'v- that the
-lieep was the first animal of which
Arori.KCTic Tendencies, it is n delusion, that
ii ne ution i- made in connection with man.
persons of a certain configuration are prone to
"
iltli Of the patriarch-. Abraham, l-aae and
it is said that the pattern of body which
apoplexy,
ay m their flocks and herds, .lob was the is most prone lo apoplexy is denoted by a
large
; I'-o-ir of
lotirteen thousand sheep." and head and red face, shortness and thickness of the
M ISI kept t he flocks of Jethro, his father-in-law-." Reek, and a
build.
A
mail with
short, stout, squat
••id kept his lather's sheep," and it was to the red lace has no more blood ill his brain than anoth•• fh-H’s
keeping watch m r their flocks I,y er: il is a mere idle fancy. It is tiie associating
-et
that tiie angel of tie lend announced the two
things together in our imagination which have
nrth of Jesus.
no real connection.
Apoplexy is a pouring out of
Thu- It will ho seen that in sacred
blood ill the brain from a ruptured vessel. The
history
sheprd- w. leolleu instrumental in the hands of divine Person in whom the vessels are
diseased is the one
idenee
In prot me hi-torv, we might refer as in whom
; r
apoplexy is most likely to occur. Such
! ,r back as tiie hcaihen
where Jason a person is often pale and thin, with a long neck.
mythology,
J in search <>: tile
golden fleece (wliieh makes L! ’>’■ Samuel Wilks, in the Medical Times and (iam the lii-st Wool
-peculator on renirdl.to -how zetr.
through a!i tine bark to the remotest ages.
Keeper- of sheep ha\, been conspicuous in'tie'
A LOOK INTO THE SENATE.
world history.
THrn.M.VN' AND 15RO WNLOAV.
Having shown that the keeping oi sheep i- a
alb; g of the higho-1
antiquity, it may also lie said
!i the Senate a man is
■i at It
looming of whom
one ot -he greatest n-,cfulU"s-.
As soon that
t b
»■'! I ea V
body lias the best reason to be proud.
11. ! el li |- o| 1 lie
gi’O W'T. it goes
-a hiiieired
einipuiations, each adding to Senator Thurman’s mere physical presence is
.‘f‘a ue, and go, nt ; diverstield
employment to imposing, and his hearing the manliest that
,:|,b "t indusli
its in, n :md women, until at e:ui
a1
supposed. Iiis intellect is a lantern!
ta-' it a—tunes lie
f,rm of every kind of wonieti
whicli. when lie speaks, fairly irradiates the
UxTul iii'J urinmuiiittl
chamber. As a debater lie is confessed to
When jiroiierly managed, the keeping of
sheep,
a rule, i- as prolitahle as
He never sneaks
any other kind of farm stand in the foremost rank.
isiness that can !.e named. Tiie last two years without
having something, nay much, to say,
ieiv been an exception, lint it may be attributed in
and that something is always driven straight
i-Teal mea-ur- to tie- change of \ aim--, hrouglit t
He invariably comabout by the sudden termination of tie- late war. to the point at issue.
mands the attention of the Senate.
we consume every kind of woolen fabric, from
Few
-blankets up to superfinebroadcloth, so do we have yet been bold enough to enter into bat! quire every kind of w ool, from tin-carsest to the
tle with him, and such as have ventured a
finest.
skirmish with him have retired worsted. His
Wool-growers located in the vicinity of large
logic, sarcasm, and bitter irony are alike the
towns, derive greater profit from tbng-wooled
sheep,
aised for mutton ntnl woo), than from the sale of best, weapons of their kind.
Fearless, resowool alone from Saxony and Merino
sheep, while lute, and scornful, yet often gentle, never
,ti 'die other hand,
wool-growers in our far Western discourteous, and very rarely unjust, this
and Southwestern states, where
pasturage is plcnti- Senator lias already made himself feared and
tu1 md cle-ap. or in fact any section of countrv reas an opponent, and is
mote from a mutton market, or win re
spoken of
trausp'orta- respected
-.ii term- :.n
important item in the cost of placing with great cordiality by those who have had
in Itiark -t it
advi-alde to keep sheep for wool the pleasure of
meeting him in private life.
-and when this is the ease,
Saxony and Mr. (Jasscrly, of California, honors the SenMerino, with Iheit <to--c-. are prcferalde, on ac‘1111! of their being better adapted to run tom tiler atn in a degree scarcely less marked.
There is a spectacle in the Senate Avhieh
-li large tloeks.
In England, the long-woolcd or mutton
ought,
perhaps, to receive, but which oftener
sheep
iv. almost
entirely supplanted the other ..Is, repels commiseration of those who look upthough great efforts wore made In- King George on it.
111- 'o introduce the pure Merino.'hut it was°a
This is tin; palsied, perishing figure of ParI inure, because the
English were a mutton-eating
Cion, a.-ul the fanners preferred to raise and
son Brownlow.
As regular as the moon, the
bring
|-''I't-'clion those breeds of sheep yielding the best almost completely helpless old man is assistwool
mutton,
being a secondary consideration, in ed to iiis seat—a hair cloth
easy chair on the
‘trying out this object, English breeders niicou- left of the
i u-1 \ produced a
Speaker—in which he reclines,
bright-haired and long stapled
wo.-l, of which tic- English manufan, were not trembling all over and constantly, like a .shak-low to take advantage, and rite result was that for en jelly.
Seen from the gallery, iiis
swarthy
»v"t liflv years thev almost
monopolized tin- manu- face looks like that of a malignant Indian.
facture of worsted goods, (if late, however, tiie
His 1 ips contort themselves
unpleasantly, and
manufacture of goods requiring long
staple wools
lias I on arried on in th, I'nitcd States,increasin'' his hands, twitching in every linger, remind
,n
m portancc from
year to year, until at the one of a couple of enormous spiders crawling
lire-. ,it t ine twelve million pound- annually arc over iiis
legs and among the arms of his
Used to!- that purpose. ( have mentioned'tli-sc chair.
< )nce in a while the
right hand makes
tads
-how that no kind ot wooi, long or short,
a tremulous
expedition to the desk in front,
tiie „r coarse, can cine amiss: • >ut let each farmer
raise
lie kind of -beep that w ill pav best in the and returns with a handkerchief dangling be\m-ricati Stock Four- : tween thumb ami fingers.
locality in wliieh he lives.
nal.
Sometimes, with
it
to

■

localities.

By a recent law the Legislature of the State has
wisely provided that after a change of text hooks
has been made by the Superintending School Committee of any town, no further change shall be
made by said Committee within five years, unless
by vote of the town. This gives the town the
control of the .whole matter for five years after a
change is made. The School Committee are prohibited from making those
frequent changes”
which has heretofore been a matter of some complaint, and it also relieves the committees and oth-

For the Republican Journal.)
Vail, my dear madame—but many poor peo- of the settings. In doing this his back was
would bless you i'or the comforts they turned to the coffin, so that he never saw
COMMON SCHOOLS.
ple
ers from the
If a pilgrim has been shadowed
importunities of‘‘book runners" in
what I did.
would bring them.”
By a tree that I have nursed;
Within
thi!
two last decades, or a little more, the the mean time, for the reason that they have no leI saw—my blood runs cold to this day
••I have not forgotten the poor,” replied
If a cup of clear cold water
number of scholars in Maine between l and 21 gal authority to art in the matter. Under this law
I have raised to lips athirst;
the old lady, a little sharply, I thought, “as when I think of it—I saw the half-closed lids
years lias increased about l> per cent, for the whole large changes have been made in Waldo County
If I've planted one sweet flower
then
These
of
the
themselves,
will.
diamonds
from
will
see
corpse slowly upraise
you
my
By an else too barren way;
I fall, and quiver, and again unclose. I saw time ; while within the same period the amount of and other portions of the State, during the past
vere iny husband's weilding gift to me
It I've whispered in the midnight
on
that
the
account.
had them set in those lockets
pale lips 'move, and the thin, colorless ! money required to he raised by cities and towns for year, and upon very fair and liberal terms. New
One sweet word to tell of day ;
the
of
If, in one poor bleeding bosom.
They are to be buried with me exactly as j hands tremble and grasp feebly. Then the lad support common schools has been increased books were given in exchange for the old ones in
cent. And yet our schools, generally, are use, even—and in cases where scholars had uo old
and gazed full and steadiI a woe-swept chord have stilled;
wide,
per
are.”
opened
eyes
they
If a dark and restless spirit
“Certainly—certainly P’ said the doctor, ly around—at the ceiling, at the white-draped not in so satisfactory a condition as they were books to exchange, they were furnishad with new
I with hope of Heaven have filled ;
twenty-live years ago. There is a settled convic- ones at ttie lowest wholesale prices. It was nearly
hastily. “Any wish of yours, my dear mad- furniture, and then at Mr. Simon.
If I've made for life’s hard battle
I knew that it was no apparition, as some tion in the public mind, that our
am, is, as you must he aware, sacred to us
One faint heart grow warm and strong.
public schools are a gratuitous thing on the part of those furnishing
folks would have supposed; but a living not up to that state of
Then my God! 1 thank Thee—ble ss Thee
all.”
progress anil efficiency that the new books. They did not receive over ten per
For the precious gilt of song.
before
me.
The
a
and
living body
15m as 1 looked around I saw' some queer spirit
they ought to be. considering the amount of money cent, in money on the account of the books furin a trance, and was that is
glances exchanged ; and Mrs. I-Iurde. a pale, poor old lady had Ibeen
annually expended for their support. Es- nished, and that must have been absorbed in payMADAM VAILfS STORY.
saw. too, that, feeble and
delicate, nervous, woman, whispered to Miss just awakening.
pecially is this true of the schools in the rural ing expenses. A large portion of the old bookshe
she
combewildered
AS T01.lt BY 11ER HOUSHKEKI’F.ll.
was,
Arethusa:
though
fully
I
towns. There are. undoubtedly, various reasons taken was
merely worthless trash.” There were
“lsn.t it a shame? Real diamonds, that prehended her situation. Her gaze fixed up- lor this state of
things. There is one fact that is $10,000 worth of books put into the schools in WalSeeing that some persons, either wilfully cost old Vail thousands of pounds, as I’ve on her .nephew, and she watched him with
too apparent to be
or otherwise, have made a remarkable story
truthfully denied, and that is. do County last year upon those conditions, and tinbeen told by mother.” And Miss Arethusa, dilated eyes as he roughly and hastily tore
of the affair of my late mistress, Madam Abthe
miniature from tin' costly settings. | •hat our schools have been running down ever only remuneration that the publishers can ever
in reply, east up her eyes and shook her head away
and thrust the latter into his breast. And it since the commencement of legislative experiments have or expect, is the privilege of selling their
igail Vail, Barden’s Wood, near Bolton, I, dolefully.
Martha Hobson, consider it my duty to exThat night the old lady died—very sudden- was in the midst of this occupation that he to improve them. There lias been too much tink- books at low prices to those towns where they have
plain the matter as it actually occurred before ly, with only a gasp and a quiver to mark the was aroused by the sound of a hoarse and ering willi the school laws to serve any beneficial been introduced.
my own eyes:
It would be not only unjust but dishonorable,
purpose. Some of them arc of no practical benefit
last change, and before noon the next day I hollow voice behind him :
I had been 12 years housekeeper and con“Simon!"’
to the schools, ami are worse than
and Miss Grace had decently laid her out,
even if
mder the circumstances, to thrust those books out
nothing,
fidential attendant to Madam Vail, when she
Mr. Simon gave one convulsive leap as he they co*t nothing.
and Miss Grace, with tears .ailing quietly,
>f the schools without rendering full compen.-awas taken with what prov d her last illness.
had crossed the poor withered hands, and turned around. There lay the supposed
There arc many requirements of the school law
ion to the publishers. This “state uniformity"
She was quite old—nigh upon three-and-sevplaced in them a tVv>- ; h\e flowers which corpse, its head elevated above the edge ot1 that are useless, and so considered by the great heory means that, no doubt, and it means, also,
euty, though up to this time she had enjoyed she had
gathered from her own flower-pots the coffin, itsjbony hands clinging to its sides, j mass of the people. To comply with some of these nal a great noon monopoly lies at the bottom of
toicrable health. She had been a widow and
its glassy eyes fixed full upon him. The picstairs.
requirements subjects S. S. Committees, teachers lie movement, it means no particular benefit to
childless for more than 40 years, in which up
“Poor Aunt Abigal,” she said, “a sad and tures tell from his hands, and, with a frantic' and school
time she had lived very secluded at Barden’s
agents to considerable trouble and per- lie common schools. It will shut out competition,
lone lot was hers. I trust that she is now cry, ho made one bound to the door, lint
without the least perceptible benefit to the vhich tends to cheapen the price of commodities
Wood, about a mile from Boltontown. She
plexity
his
hands
had
no
to
turn
tin;
|
power
trembling
happy with the husband and children whom
schools. The kee| ling of school registers, for one n the market, and will affect the price of books the
got the place from her husband. It had been she so loved.”
key; and then he reeled to a window, and as
is useless. If it benefits the schools, how lame as any thing else. Town uniformity is -utiivery grand in its day, but at this time was a
thing,
As for the rest of them—Dr. Hurtle and he reached it full swooning on the lloor.
dingy, gloomy, rather tumble-down old Mr. Simon, and
1 believe that I too swooned, or fainted, much and wherein'/ In most cases there is merely ■ient to answer all practical purposes.
and
young Ciptain Findley,
house, though the lands were valuable as Mr.
The people of the State are doing themselves and
a nominal compliance with the requirement of the
two last had conic by for the first and last time in my life, for 1 re- j
everybody knew. It was said there were post Podges (which
he host interests of our common schools a wrong
law
in
this
A
until
I
law
is
found
that
membered
particular.
generally
nothing distinctly
upon hearing the news),—they came at
lead aud silver on one part of the place,
once to see that all was
rising from the floor and making the considered of no publichitility is not apt to he very >y remaining passive, while those revolutionary
right; and Miss Are- myself
which, if worked, would have brought a forthe
I
best
of
to
heard
thusa just peeped in at the door with her
my way
dining-room.
scrupulously regarded, ami in such case is worse measures and propositions arc being pressed with
j
The old lady’s kin, who expected to
tune.
the sound of a smothered burst of laughter as than no law. The time required to keep a correct ■amestness and persistency. It is to he hoped that
scented
while
Mrs.
handkerchief
to
her
face,
be her heirs, were very anxiou s to persuade
I drew near, and the voice of Captain Find- register
by the teacher would be of much more the good sense of the Legislature will be sufficient
her to it; and Mr. Simon Vail even brought Hurtle kept away altogether, because, she
said, her nerves were so delicate she couldn’t ley, as if mimicking some one for the amuse- benefit to the school wore it devoted to the instruc- to hold in check the efforts of a class of men who
to
Barden
three
one
a
minerup
gentlemen,
ment of the company.
But when I turned tion of tin' scholars.
bear the sight of a corpse.
The requirement that school are more utopian than practical in their views.
alogist, and the others clever looking business
Well, they decided to have the burial on into the passage-way leading to the door, I agents shall annually return to the >. S. ComLearned men are not exempt from the frailties
examine
the
to
mine
and
make
terms
agents,
as if I had been turned into stone.
mittees of towns in the month of April a certified and vanities incident to humanity more than othwith her, but it was all in vain. She wouldn’t the day following: and that night I and .Miss stopped
For
the
shrouded
there, right before me, was
Grace and Mr. Simon were to take turns in
even listen to what they had to
list of the children in their districts between four ers. and are quite as apt to he elated with tln-ir
say. She
the corpse, which was laid in a cof- figure of Madam Vail, slowly and with diffiwas old, she said, and didn't want to be both- watching
and twenty-one years of age, is entirely useless; own imaginary achievements. With all deference
to the door of the dinered with such things in the refnnant of her fin, the lid already screwed down. By the culty creeping along
because the assessors on the first of April in each and respect to those who are said to he the host
directed
doubtless
the
noise,
old
ing-room,
by
"
desire, the funeral was to be
educators" in the State, it must be said, because
days. She hadn’t long to live, and when she a lady’s own
and supporting herself against the wall as year take an inventory of the polls and estates of
very quiet and plain one, only we, and the
was gone her heirs could do as they pleased
it is
all
the
apparent, that they arc not free from llio-c inand
she
without
;uc
e.vtia
inhabitants,
lime
inproceeded.
about her property ; but for herself, all that servants, and a few invited neighbors attendI say I stood still, lor 1 couldn t have mov- trouble can take the number of scholars in each firmities. They claim that results have been acing.
she desired was to be let alone, to live and
complished highly beneficial to common schools
Miss Grace had the first watch, and then at ed another step it' my life had depended on district at the same time.
die in peace. And as they left the house. I,
it. So two or three minutes passed, as the
Ir is said that
is a good school mas- where tlic.r theory has been put into practice: but
ten
o’clock
it
came
to
For
two
experience
turn.
my
peeping through the closet door at the head hours I sat
there watching alone beside the poor old lady painfully crept forward. I saw ter," hut il we give no heed to its toaehings we such claim appears to be much at variance with the
of the stairs, heard Mr. Simon muttering
facts as reported. Two instances must suffice, for
coflin, for 1 didn’t care to have any one her reach the door at last, and stand there,; shall not be benefited by it.
something about a “pig-headed, obstinate closed
with me, and then at twelve Mr, Simon came supporting herself with her hands on the j
It would seem that with the experience we have the present time, to show ttiis.
old case.”
The State Superintendent's Report for lsiiP. haAnd the next minute I heard had in
I had never much fancied Mr. Simon, in and whispered that I might now retire, two-door-posts.
experimenting with our school laws, and not vet come to hand; but in the Report for 1-0-.
a shrill shriek from Mrs. Ilurde; then a loud
and
he
would
watch
till
:
I
asked
the
results that have followed, the legislature of the Mr. '.Johnson makes special reference to the city of
daybreak.
though most people liked him, and lie was
from Mr. I’odgers, followed by such an
the old lady’s favorite. I thought he smiled “Would he have some one with him ?” but he yell
State would decline to go much further in that di- Lewiston as follows: “Lewiston is decidedly tinof
screams and oaths, and the crashmost active town ill common school matters in Reuproar
answered
so
I
went out, closing the
too much, and there was a sort ot watchful
“No;”
rection at present.
These experiments cost the
state.” But what does the report show as the reing of glass and furniture, as were enough
a
slyness in his grey eyes that reminded me of door softly and left him there alone.
sum
too
people quite large
much, at sult of this “activity”? It shows first, that tinannually;
I felt very tired with the exertion of the to set one’s wits distracted. And presently
a eat.
Still I knew no harm of him. lie
to end in failure, as they certainly have hith- whole number of scholars between 4 and til years
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weather was clear and warm at the time ot cents. The
injustice and impracticability of a law port of the organization of education there, and to
a comfort to have half-closed
I
And
saw
Mr.
Simon
every rat will leave in a few hours.”
eyes.
the shock.
another, and to Russia for another!
siderably emaciated. It. inis lately had an them near mo even in death.”
abolishing school districts, and provid lig for com- ltavaria for
drawing aside the folds of the shroud, and
He is one of the class, quite too large, alas, who
attack ol whooping cough, and after one of
as
attendance of scholars, is deferred for fu-i
“What,
aunt?” asked Miss displacing the hands, which were crossed on
pulsory
Kxcei.i.ent IIaim Wash. Take oue ounce of
.just
The
Portland
the
talk of all “educator’’ than of a
theyjare,
style
would
says
the
rather
Argus
among
the paroxysms of the disease, about two
borax, half ail ounce camphor; powder these
Arethusa, hesitatingly, also glancing at the the heart, take out something bright and young ladies of that eitv of wearing the mimes of turn comments if occasion requires. The propo-! “schoolmaster," and of an “educational institution"
weeks
the
vomited
since,
which
of
up
pin,
war vessels on their hats in
ingredients line, and dissolve them in otic quart of
letters, originating sition to establish a stab* uniformity of text books is than ol a “school-house.” He is a man of large
settings.
glistening, and transfer it to his own breast- about tbe time tbe Peabody gilt
ol
fleet was in that port,
boiling water; when cool, the solution will be course had lain in its stomach since the acci“Just as they are,” she repeated
learning, with comparatively little knowledge
feebly. pocket.
lias found an early grave. Madame Demurest did less objectionable, but is a matter deserving criti- American institutions;—who has devoted his life
ready for use; damp the hair frequently. This" dent—a period of over five months. This pin “It is the
of
wealth
that I shall
only portion
He was robbing the dead.
cism. It is true that heretofore S. S. Committees, to the statistics and methods of education, without
wash effectually cleanses, hcuutifi s.aml
not support it.
strengthens was considerably rusted by the action of the take with
the hair, preserves the color, and prevents
me, and surely none of you would
There was, as I have said, three of the
teachers and others have been considerably per- ever seeming to learn liow to make the resources
curly
the point was as sharp
juice,
gastric
although
baldness. The camphor will form into
me
this
little.”
he had in hand available to such people as are
he had found them all, he
and
when
lumps after as ever, and the
lockets,
grudge
handsomest
The
woman
in
Norwich, Conn., plexed and annoyed by the almost unceasing imbeing dissolved, but the water will be “tillicicntlv
glass head remained intact,
this article, or as need the benefits ot u
are very valuable
reading
“They
said turned away with them and leant over the was burned to a cinder the other
diamonds,”
for
the
She portunities of book agents
introduction of system of popular instruction.
fl.vnn Transcript
inpregnated.
| Dr. Ilurde, solemnly, “and—excuse me, Mrs. lam)), apparently taking the miniatures out was made of wax. No insurance. day.
An < M i> Tl’ u iin:.
new books into «»nr scl%no!> : and frequent changes
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MAINE LEGISLATURE.
The bill to abolish capital punishment was taken
up in the Senate Wednesday, 23d, and amended
and passed to he engrossed, 20 to 10; a motion for
reconsideration was made and tabled. The bill
to establish State uniformity of school books was
indefinitely postponed by a vote of 1* to 10. Attorney General Frye resigned to take effect March
In tin* House a communication was received
l>t.
from the State Treasurer as follows, and referred
to the Committee on Finance:
•'The attention of the Legislature is called to the
late deci-ion of the Supreme Court of the United
St at es, which affirms that all contract s for the payment of money made prior to Fob. is, lXf»2, must
b»* paid in coin, of the present funded debt of
t hi- state. 81.1*4,000 wa* contracted prior to 1*02.
During the present year about $40,000 of this debt
will mature $14,000’ falling due on the first day of
Man h next, and the Treasurer requests the action
•mil instruction of the Legislature.”
Flu resignation of Alfred Watts as representative from the town of Thomaston, was received.
A bill to incorporate the Bangor Mutual Life Iii'iiranee
Company was laid on the table. On motion of Mr. Sherman of Camden it was ordered
that tin-Committee on Public Buildings, inquire
into the expediency of making the city of Bangor
the capital of the State, provided said city shall
raise 8100,000 toward* providing public building*
for the State.
Thursday 21th. in tin* Senate, leave to withdraw
wa
granted on petition of A. S. Allen et als., to
tie
a t off from Kdmuns to Dennysvillc.
Legislation inexpedient was reported on the order relatof
the
in
to
amendment
laws
regard to the
elating
appointment, of commissioners; also on the order
in make railroad corporations liable for injuries to
employee*. In tin* House Mr. IIinks, from Committee on Railroads, on act additional to an act to
ii'-orporato the Portland & Rutland Railroad Co.,,
reported that the same be printed and recommitted.
The House proceeded to the consideration of Mr.
Hume** motion to consider the vote passed to be 1
engrossed, resolve in favor of Wilton Academy. |
flic motion was lost by yeas 55 nays 00. Mr. j
Harding, from Committee’on Mercantile Affairs,
ported legislation inexpedient on the order relatiug to taxation of foreign insurance Companies.!
Me-sr*, Bradford, Twitchell and Milldram were j
'anted a committee to examine the files of the*
.,,i
n
con
m,.nil matters on the table are
label: op and deposed of as early as possioie. mus
•a- >
read and assigned making an appropriation
bn the Penobscot tribe of Indians; in favor of
11 niton Academy: to establish State uniformity
of text book*: for the preservation of certain
lint-.
Friday the Senate, under suspension of rules,
p.t-sed ‘to be engrossed the resolve to pay all conn-acts ma<l»‘ prior to Feb. 25. 1x62, in gold. The j
• ommittce on the Reform School
reported a resolve
ippropriating $14,05<i. The bill finally passed relating to the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court
and to pay expens *s of the same. The Finance
« "lmnittee
reported a resolve t > pay the contracts
-•I the State made prior to Feb. 25, 1X62, in coin,
which was passed to be engrossed and sent to the
S'-nati. Among the many bills reported was one
abolishing the school agent an l district system.
Tin* bill to establish State uniformity of text books
wa* indefinitely postponed, by a vote, of T«S to 45.
Bib concerning the rate of interest was amended
-<»
that where not specially contracted, interest
.-.hall be at 0 per cent., and passed to be engrossed.
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AD.AnTTHTi.

I'liamber nml galleries were filled at
in ibe proceedings this afternoon by
person- enrioiis in witness the swearing in and
(if
tinfirst colored Senator ever elected to
enting
the f. S. Senate. Mr. Vickers had the floor and
ueeeedcd iii clearing it for the time being. A
iite was taken by yeas and nays upon Stockton's
i|iies|ion to refer Revel's credentials to the .ludieiWhen the Maryland Senator
iry Committee.
Hamilton's) name was called lie was caught napout
and
cried
"No." but on awakening disping,
o\. red that in- was voting with the Republicans,
and (illicitly cried “Aye, Aye,” which provoked a
roar of laughter.
Senator I.ewis, of Virginia, ap-1
pcared to be on the fence and hesitated, but voted j
No" amid mtieli merriment. The vote being announced that Hi" motion was lost, there was a genii at stir, buzz and hum of voices all over the house,
|
and as Senator Wilson walked over to Revels and
oiidueted him to the President's eliair to he sworn
in. the crowded galleries rose up almost en mass?
,iid each particular neck was stretched to its utterRevels was
most to get a full view.
apparently
unembarrassed. Vice-President Colfax administered the oath, and at its conclusion took Revels by
the band and warmly greeted him to the Senate,
rhe Scrgeant-at-Arms then conducted the new
-euator t" a seat in 1 lie* rear of Senator Brownlow'- eliair, a', the extreme end of the row of scats
in the north side ot the chamber. Meantime the
Senate adjourned, and many of the Senators went
pi to Revel- and shook him cordially by the hand.
A curious crowd, colored and white, rushed into
tit- Senate chamber and gazed at the colored Senator, some ol them going up to him and congratuA very respectable-looking, welllating him.
dressed company of colored men and women then
nine up and took Revels captive and bore him off
m glee and triumph.
The Democratic Senators all
voted to refer the credentials.
".

selves rich out of it, is heaping fraud upon N. Y. Herald’s report says—Almost the moment after the .journal reading
fraud, and crowning robbery with still greatwas concluded General
Logan, Chairman of the
er wrong.
Military Committee and thief proseeuter, accordProfound silence
A single instance will suffice for an exam- ing to Butler, took the foor.
ensued.
Every eye wandered from Logan to
ple. Hon. M. It. Mathews, of Warren, was Whittemore and from Wliittemore to Logan. The
agent for that town in filling its quota under latter looked firm and determined. The victim
appeared scarcely less so. Wliittemore held a roll
the call of December, 18C1. He wasapplied of manuscript
in his hand, his hist words before
to by several substitute brokers, all. we think the intended execution, his last intended appeal
for sympathy and self-vindication.
Logan made
ex-officers of the army, who made offers to no speech then; he
simply turned for a moment to
look
toward
the South Carolina victim, and 1 hen
fill the quota. Mr. Mathews made the best
addressing Speaker Blaine, observed that he yieldbargain he could, and had the men put ill, as ed fifty-live minutes of his time to Mr. Whittemore
lie supposed. We have seen a letter from the to say what ever he might desire, and would claim

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ot papers
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper,
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.

Washington, Ki p., iki.
Tin

fellow

_

WASHINGTON MATTERS.

hi

blue-eyed

townsmen, and unjustly so, they Butler, from a fellow feeling probably, came ful. What a surprise they were, coming upclaim. To be compelled to share the odium to the rescue of Whittemorc—but his sharp- on them so
unexpectedly in this out of the
of this false and fraudulent business, of which ness couldn’t save this choice specimen of
way nook ! What a host of happy memories,
they could know nothing, with the govern- hi.s class from punishment. Logan, of Illi- and thoughts of days long past they conjured
deAdministrators, Executors, and Guardians
ment officials who were entrusted with full nois. took the lead for expulsion, and conductin
the
.Journal,
advertisements
published
siring their
up. Visions of a path—dark, cooland fringwill please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
power over the matter, and who made them- ed the movement with great energy. The ed with
close
the

on

I: I:A IT.s
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PROPRIETOR.

Ill advance, $2.00 a year;
SUHSciurTieN Tkrms.
within the vcar, $2.50; at the expiration ol the year $3.00.
A11 vkut 1 sin11 Tkkms. For one square, (one inch ot
and 25 cents lor
length in column.) $ 1.25 lor three weeks, .a
square chargeach subsequent insertion. A fraction of
ed as a full one.

the table; Resolve in favor of Wilton
Academy: resolve in favor of the Maine Central
Institute: resolve concerning the debts of this
Slate contracted prior to Fell. 2ii, lstii. Among
bill* read and assigned were acts concerning the
rale of interest: authorizing the town of Bruns-;
wii k to raise money on town bonds to erect certain
public buildings, in tlie House among the papers
laid on the table were resolves relative to final adjournment and to a recess of the Legislature, and
directing that the Committee on Education inquire
into the expediency of providing for an increase of
school money equal to the amount formerly relived from the bank tax. Reference to next Legislature was reported on petition of Win. H Hem-'
nienw.iy to extend wharf in Machiax.
In the Senate Monday Mr. Lang, from the special
iinniittee on Temperance, reported a hill additional to the liquor law of ]s57. It provides. First—
That one person may make complaint instead of
three, as now provided.
Second—That liquors
may be detained until a warrant can be procured
for their seizure.
Third—That forfeited liquors
•hall lie destroyed. Fourth—That a penalty of not
ess than
more
than 8-')0 may be recovered
iior
8t'(i
by indictment of of any municipal officer who shall j
neglect to commence prosecutions after being notified in writing of such violations and furnished with
ilii' names of the witnesses by two competent per-•ii'.
The committee on Education were ordered
i" inquire into the
expediency of raising the salary
tin- Superintendent, of .Schools. In the House
Mi. Farwell presented an order directing the
Finance Committee to inquire into the expediency
a-ses-ing the State tax of $1.200,000 for IsTft upthe old valuation. Acts were reported relative
the collection of taxes, relative to the poll tax
nd
iiiet-ea'i- tlie salarv of member' of tie- Eegjxit u re from stint) to .s;;oo'.
laid

H.

EDITOR AND

iinti-

early hour

SAD DISASTER.
l!')t Ki.AND. Felt
ltd.
The schooner Francis Hatch, of this port, Capt. Young, homeward hound, while going in stays on the off
shore tack neat Owl's Head at about 0 o’clock
last evening, caught upon a rook.
Three
men were sent in a boat to carry out a
hedge
to get her off.
The men returned being unable to pull the boat against the sea, when
('apt. Young proposed to the mate, Mr.
William Grant, that they should attempt to
pull the boat, accordingly the captain and
mate with
the captain’s brother, Frank
Young, and another man named Parsons, of
Deer fsio, got into the boat.
They had proceeded about a hundred yards when Parsons
who was in the stern sheets sprung forward
and said the boat was filling. The mate ordered him to east off the kedge which was
fast to the stern which fie made an attempt to
do and again sprang forward probably stepping on the gut,wale in doing so, and the boat
immediately tilled and went down. Captain
Young and Parsons struck out for tlio vessel,
but Grant endeavored to assist Frank Young,
until folding they were both drowning he
struck out for the shore while Young swam
Air. Grant reached the rocks
for the vessel.
and succeeded in getting a footing and afterwards in reaching the lighthouse keeper’s
dwelling in an exhausted condition, but the
other three were till drowned. The Francis
Hatch reached her wharf in this city this

morning.

Suffering atSf.a. We have just learned
some of the particulars of the
suffering that
attended the disaster to the schooner Emily
Hillard, Capt. Trimblills. In a passage from
Bangor to New York this vessel was blown
off. and after a long and desperate contest
with storm and billow, succeeded in
getti ig
into Nassau. The
Captain’s wife was on
board and proved herself a heroine. She
took her turn at the
pumps regularly, and
once, when the worn out seamen declared
would
they
pump no longer, she took an ax
and threatened instant death to the first man
who left his station. She carried her
point
and the vessel and lives were
thereby saved’
The provisions ran short and were
finally exhausted, and they were six days without a
morsel of food. They had decided to draw
lots to see which one should die
by his own
hand for the others to eat, when a favorable
wind came and the vessel the next
day
reached Nassau. They were in a terrible
condition from their long
and
were
suffering
reduced almost to skeletons. [Argus.
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remaining live minutes of his hour
Logan sat down and as Whittebuzz vent through the entire House.
All in the gallery leaned forward to see and hear.
Glasses were level ed at the member from South
Carolina from even direction, and suppressed exclamations of “Tlrere he is,” That's he.” were
heard from hundreds of lips. Slowly and deliberately Wliittemore unfolded his manuscript and
placed it on the desk before him. He then took a
drink of water, cleand his throat and handed to one
of the pages somethiig. which tho latter conveyed
to Speaxer Blaine.
While the little mes>-nger was
thus running Mr. Whittemore commenced his dying speech. He had not read more ti: *n half a
page when down came the Speaker's gavel two or
three times with a loud noise.
Something was
decidedly the mutter,thought everybody. 'Whittemore ceased his reading, as with a sudden
jerk,
and looked inquiringly at he Speaker. Tin1 re' was
a surprise all over the house, on the tloor a\yell
as in the gallery.
Blaiio soon gave the explanation. The paper which had been carried by the
page to the Speaker proved to be the resignation
of Mr. Wliittemore, accompanied by correspondence between the
latter and Governor Scott, of
South Carolina. Its reading caused a sensation.
What was to he done umlcr the circumstances was
now the question.
The Speaker ruled that Whittemore was no longer a member and therefore not
entitled to be heard on the floor of the House. A
few of Whittemore's frbnds and Whittemore himself made an effort to remedy the damage. Whittemore asked the privilege of
withdrawing his letter
to which the speaker blent!v said nav.
It was too
late now. The unfortunate victim had sent up the
evidence of his legislative extinction a little bit too
soon.
Had he kept the paper in his possession untill near the close of his speech he would have had
no trouble and would have been allowed to make
lib say uninterrupted. Then a very complicated
parliamentary muddle ensued, the result of which
was that the House hacked
up Mr. Blaine in his
view that Whittemore was no longer a representative and that therefore he could neither be heard
nor expelled, and that the resolution of
expulsion
should be tabled. After this had been accomplished
Logan got the floor again and offered the motion of
censure, which was adopted without a single dissentient vote, so that Mr. Whittemore really accomplished little for the protection of his honor by
resigning, inasmuch as the censuring resolution
was
a unanimous condemnation.
Those who
would have voted against expulsion felt that
\\ hittemore had made a sort of confession bv his
ignominious retreat before expulsion. Clarke, of
Kansas, who was stall ling by Whittemore and
conversing with the latter while the vote of censure
was being taken, voted ”ayc.”
loudly and emphatically. Even before the vote wa> declared a page
was busy rubbing Whittemore's name from tho
desk at which he sat.
to close the
more rose

live men, approved by the State authorities
and by Mayor Littler, A. A. Provost Marshal
General of Maine.’" As such Mr. Mathews

the payment.
If a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
continue to send
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may
it until payment rn made, and collect the whole amount,

whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
The courts have decided that refusing to take nowspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing,
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima jaeie evidence
ot intentional fraud.

thereafter the

broker who claimed to have furnished the
men, saying that the credits “represented

paper regularly from the
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s,
or whether he lias subscribed or not—is responsible lor
1.

j

bought them, and
and receipted for,

as

such

which

they were accepted
receipt we have also

seen.

In the course of his bargaining for the men,
the agent for Warren had conversations with
several ol the hangers on about the Slate
House.

When the bargain was completed
and the money paid, the brokers quarrelled
among themselves about the division of the

spoils. They wrote letters to Mr. Mathews,
CONGRESS AND THE SHIPPING.
each accusing the other of cheating, not only
The Congressional Committee, that lias
the State and the towns, but his compatriots
been lmsy for a long time in collecting in- in the
substitute business. They7 threatened
formation and statistics in relation to the to sue the
town of Warren for breach of conshipping interest, with a view to recommend- tract. Altogether it is about the richest coring measures for its relief, has made a re- respondence we have seen for
many a day.
port. We gave last week a synopsis of the
For the fifteen men, or names, thus put in
measures recommended, which consist mainand accepted by the State and the United
ly of a drawback equal to the duties paid on States, the town of Warren
paid, by Mr.
material entering into ship construction ; the
Mathews, Sfi.Inrt. Now mark the injustice.
right to take stores in bond, duty free. a While other towns are indemnified for exgraduated bounty on vessels and steamers penditures on the same draft, Warren fails to
running between foreign and home ports; receive one cent. It is not
through her fault,
and the removal or readjustment of all special
or the fault of her
It is solely through
agent.
taxi's and levies upon this class of properthe frauds of the officials of the State and the
ty.
United States.
And yet the State Paper
It is encouraging, even at this late day. to
gravely argues that the cheated are as guiltv
see
symptoms of a reviving regard for this a> the cheaters, and that, in liii<
view, there
great interest on the part of Congress, that is so much
that it had better not
corruption
lias so long turned a deaf car to its entreaties.
be looked into! And a parti/an committee
There can he no doubt, wo think, licit the
is formed, who dally along in the matter,
carrying out of the proposed measures will summon no witnesses, make no
investigation,
operate as r. great relief. In time they will and will
finally issue a white-washing restimulate tin- enterprising men of the Atlan!
tic coast, especially in New England, to the port
If the Investigation Committee will sumolden activity, so far as the altered conditions
mon Mr. Mathews, take his
testimony, read
of maratirne wants will admit of it. There
the correspondence referred to, and follow
is a tendency toward more rapid carrying of
out the clue which these afford, they will get
products, as well as a preference for iron ves- at
something tangible. Rut for the hope that
sels, and a consequent demand for steamers
the committee will act upon this hint, we
in place of sailing ships. The enterprise of
would publish the correspondence, of which
New England will accommodate itself to
we have a copy, made under our
eye from
this new want, and we shall see rolling mills
the originals. It is proper that it should first
and foundries gradually added to existing
be submitted to the committee.
shipyards, as the new wants assert themFt must be acknowledged that onr. town
Pol \ C<
official is not afraid of investigation into the
All tins, of course, i.-.
predicated upon
paper credit business. Will the Committee
as
favorable action by Om-..
y«
in...
pursue* TIH* min nidi ».
^u' it no
have nothing more than the labors of the j
above?
earnest man who felt the lamentable decay
In conclusion, let us say that it the officers
of our maratirne interest, and the report of
>f any dhor town have been cheated in ibis
the committee.
Congressional action acway, am! have letters or documents bearing
cepting it, is as yet only •‘the substance of ui the subject, which
they will send to us, we
things hoped for." tlut we think that even will
them before the public, it the comlay
the almost impenetrable hide of ollieial indifmittee fails to take notice of the matter. Mend
ference at Washington must he punctured
bom along.
by the exhibit made, and that relief will be

debate.
a

alders—sweeping

along by

river's hanks—a lichl fresh, fair and green—
a sunny afternoon, and a hand of
merry
children.

All these rise quickly to the eye.
How eager ami ambitious we were. How
covetous if the lirst violet, that i! might

tended

111

..ids

bring good luck. How happy. How careless.
How light-hearted. Did the sun ever shine
brighter, the birds sing sweeter, the winds
sigh softer, or the waves plash more musically?
Never! Oh, happy days long past; oh,

.v

cusations

by the vigilant

newspaper

little pressure from the people—a greater
pressure from hungry politicians—and the erring official is summoned to head-quarters.
Here there

is much bland smiling—more

polite bowing—
"A little talking of outward

and

soon

things"—

afterward the office of——is made

by the resignation of a long tried and
faithful official. Of course the resignation is

vacant

with profound regrets, and best
I
wishes for future success, and all that sort of

accepted

ous

llOqlieLS

(it

Ilowcrs.

riv leaders of tl>>

that

One thing is certain—that if the
afforded
The Prog. Age makes an important dissailing of ships and the education of seamen closure, It asserts that a person who profitare neglected, the legislators of the interior ed
by the paper credit frauds "is understood
states will some day find that the readiest Lo be no other than a
prominent democrat of
door to their homes has been left wide open Augusta, and the editor of the
Augusta Age
to the foreign invader.
at one period of its existence.”
Wo call the

places.

as Literature, had <harm<-. I •
-opies ofthe Republican
Journal and Prog. Age into tin* peaceful composition of her d re
Mrs. 11 ittie L. Berry, of Rock-

the hum of conversation was
interrupted by the
nmsic of Era Diavolo, as the bewitching cadences
Of Anher floated
through the air. followed b.v an

»

cornet

men—a

article in its columns of la-t week—and
Journal wil remember that Mrs. Otis was 1
is. a determination to find fault with
|
one of the
distinguished guests invited to the I
all that has been accomplished, anil to insist,
Peace Jubilee. And during the whole week
with any and all violations of the truth, that,
she kepi her house decorate I with (lie Star
ii ought to he different.. All this finds its exSpangled Banner."
planation in the fact that the editor of the
Having occasion b> pass down Summer
Age and a lew other -on -heads, haven't street a tew
days since, for tin; lirsl l inn in
been able to manage the enterprise for their
some months, I was
surprised at the numerown gratification and pm,it.
liven so inconous change? that had taken
place, and at the
sequential a tiling as a design ofthe contractnumber of handsome granite blocks eilarge
ors to expend lifty dollar- of their own monev
ther in process of erection or just completed.
tor a marble slab, is magnified into a most
It is certainly one of the finest business streets
serious bugbeai
That yarn and all that
on Boston. Perhaps the most
noteworthy edfollows it, is a brainless invention, and deifice upon the street is the Trinity Church,
ceives none but equally brainless and credwhich is an ancient blit very handsome buildulous l'ools.
of dan, gray stone. Very beautiful it
Next week, if our columns afford space, ing
looks in the summer season, with its huge
we will notice sonic of the recent remarks of
shade trees and wrappings of green ivy. I1
the Age.
was at this Church that Prince Allred worThe plea <>l the Ilangor Whig that the re- shipped tin Sabbath of his stay in Boston.
publican officials are restrained by public Not far from here is the large and elegant
an

mar

ing.

blade and served the head of the Chief from of fat hoys, of fearful posterior developement, e xhis unfortunate body. Oh, no—such barbari- eited shouts of laughter. About two hundred persons in costume were upon the floor, and the scene
ties belong to an age more remote.
They during the dancing was most enlivening. The fblhave a newer, nicer and more polite way of
owingjist. will show the persons participating, and
managing affairs tiow-a-days. There arc ac- the characters represented.

these occasions the house i; profusely
desired to show, in explanation of
decorated
with American dags, and numer*•.,dr,r.'
in

incident to

bufl domino, and afterenlivening polka, the magic echo of Mr. Hall’s port. looked a puzzle in
solo, and the fairy tones of Buck's Rambles. wards charmingly in tin* fancy dress that it had
'When the orchestral voluntaries had ceased, the concealed. Miss Ada II«*rvoy wore a beautiful cosmerry group all gone—save one—to fairer doors were throwiTopen. and the maskers entered, tume as Oilmen of Hearts, and delighted all with her
shores, to greener fields, to brighter skies— ladies ami gentlemen, arm in arm. The most ready wit. Miss Isa Moore was sweetly attractive, as
a page, in a velvet suit, with plumed cap and ringwhere the birds sing ever, and flowers bloom curious contrasts and funny associations were observable. together with much that was bewiti-hing- lets. Mis- Hattie White, ivy Leaf, was much comthe
eternally. Truly
poet sings—
ly beautiful, or excellent in conceit and execution. plimented. So was Miss Flora Patterson, as the
Pear as remembered kisses after ileatli.
Blunted and glittering soldiers, elegant ladies. Tamborine Girl. Misses McDonald and Lothrop,
Amt sweet as those by hopeless fancy feigned
(ill lips that are for others.
Sivent as love.
Starry queens of the night, light footed ballet girls, as the Two Headed Girl, brought out peals of
Sweet as first love, and wild with all regrets.
belted kqig.ats, black friars, gay cavaliers, Ethio- laughter. In short, the ladies all looked charming,
Oil death in Life—(lie days that are no more.
pians, fhitumen, harlequins, dominos, Indians, and we only wish that space permitted a notice of
Wliat with the agitation of the prohibition
beautiful ladies, long-nosed Yankees, fat boys, sail- all. Some of the costumes were multiplied, there
law, the lieen.se law ami the abolishing of the ors. imps, and all else in costume that
four a- Night, one Starlight, one Moonlight,
fancy could being
detective force, affairs in Boston seem to be invent or ingenuity execute, streamed in, keeping on** Kwuiug and one Midnight. When these all
in quite a muddle, and it takes a pretty clear step to the strains of the nmsic. A handorgan. on gut together, the darkness was quite perceptible.
the gentlemen no less than four disguised
drift of things.’’ One fact which was perched a monkey soliciting coppers Among
eye to see the
themselves in the wickedness of Charles the
stands out startlingly clear, however. That attracted tmieli attention—the inside of the organ
Second.
a house in flames, with an engine
playing
Col. Kurtz, Chief of Police ,has at last lost his showing
The excellent Saloon of Mr. Dodge was equal
on it. when moved by the handle. The giant and
I don’t mean to say that our kind
head.
to the occasion, and the stairway
connecting it
giantess were there, varying their height from
with the Hub like tli
ladder ofthe patriarch’s
hearted Mayor, who likes to please every- seven to ten feet, at desire. A
huge owl enclosed
dream, was full of angels ascending and descendbody, has actually taken a trusty Toledo a masquerader, and a big parrot another. A couple

On

or

All of the ladies’ costumes were tasteful, while

many wer. ciegunt and eo-tly. Mrs. Pote, of Banthe general pleasure.
The hall was arranged with scats in the gallery, gor, us Imogen, wore a very striking costume. Mi*s
Kate Poor appeared to excellent advantage as I>i
upon the stage, and upon the floor beneath the
\ ernon, in an embroider- l riding habit. Miss Nellie
gallery .sufficient to accommodate about six hundred
W bite attracted much attention as the Belfast and
spectators, the tickets numbered to c arrespond
with seats, and the approaches supplied with in- Moosehead Railroad, in a dress of white tarletan.
I telligent ushers.
In addition to the usual lighting, flounced and trimmed with gilded railroad trains;
the position of conductor being eagerly sought.
the hall was provided with a large
extempore
| chandelier from the ceiling. Even before tin Miss Mary Leighton was much < unplimenfed for
maskers entered, the hall presented a striking and her charming appearance as the Republican Jourbrilliant appearance, with the rows of eager spec- nal, in a white muslin, flounced with the first page
tators, the bright lights and handsome decorations. of tie- paper printed and bronzed on black glazed
cambric, the bodice, belt and head dress ornamentThe music was by Hall’s Boston Band,
including
Belfast favorite musician Mr. Whiddon, and which ed with the heading of the paper in the same style,
came by steamer on
Saturday for the occasion. ()f if w;h univer-alL admitted to be the most interest
iug edition of tie iournal ever issued, and the estab• heir playing too much cannot he said in
praise.
b>hm -nt return- it- thank-. Miss Mary Patterson,
When ..alienee were all settled in their

thing.
Washington’s birthday marked one of the
coldest, windiest days that Boston has seen
for some time. As a holiday it was observed
very much as all similar days are, with the
one exception of Fourth of July, who is as
yet a little bigger man than St. Patrick. The
most, noticeable feature of the day in Boston
i lie eases ol seve ral others who have dis- was the annual
reception ot Airs. Harrison
honorably trailed in these appointments, are Cray Otis, at her residence on Alt. Vernon
under consideration by the Committee. It is Street. Those
receptions have come to bo
more than probable that other
resignations almost as widely ami well known as the day
or expulsions will take
place. Ii is a good itself, and always bring together a very large
movement, at the right time, and in the number of
distinguished individuals, both
proper place.
military and dviliaus. The hours of the reception arc always between twelve and four
VI e do not propose to enter upon a
long o’clock, and during that time AB. Vernon
discussion with the Prog. Age eoneernimr
Street is always crowded with carriages.
the a flairs of the railroad. All that we in-

..

tin h* w«-noli' d f ob A. W. Wildes, of SkowhegHit,
Messrs. Holder and IVppt i. of Steamer Katulidin.
Orrin M. Shaw, of Bangor. Mr. Fletcher, of Camduo, 1Iorace(’. N »\ >. of Portland, A. B. Otis. K>ij.,
of Boston, and F. J. simonton, of Rockland.

THE MASKED BALL.

previous events in the (lam ing line in this city
were eclipsed by the hall given at Hayford Hall,on
Monday eventing, under the direction of Washington Engine Company. It was a superl) affair, admirably conducted, and without a single unpleasant
All

—
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were

A CARPET BAGGER S EXIT.
A CLUE FOR THE PAPER CREDIT COMMIT- !
LETTER FROM BOSTON.
The investigation into the sale of West
TEE.
Correspondence of the Journal.
The assertion of the Kennebec Journal that Point cadet appointments has fixed guilt up- A Bunch of Violets---Col. Kurtz
Resigns—
How Such Affairs Are Managed—Washingthe officers of towns that had paper men ! on one of the radical members from South
ton's
Birthday—Mrs. Harrison Gray Otis's
placed to their credit are implicated in the, Carolina, one of that delightful genus
Change on Summer
fraud, is creating some sensation among the known as carpet-baggers. It was proved Receptions—Some
Street-—Trinity Church-—Messrs. Lewis &
of
receive
that
he
towns
that
failed
to
doubt
or
had
cavil
sold
the
j
beyond
Brown-Residence of Mr. Gray.
managers
equalization bonds for their full credit. They ! appointment which his position gave him,
Boston, Feb. 2d, 1870.
arc placed in a delicate position before their and received the sum of $2000 for it.
Ben.
A lmnch of violets,
and beauti-

3cmtmiL

1 lie general unmasking, which took
place at the
sixth dance, occasioned sonn surprising revelations, and provoked new laughter.
So, with
dance and mirth, fun, frolic and flirtation, the
hours sped on, and it was long past midnight be-

either dancers or spectators began
perceptibly
thin out. The morning almost dawned before
the music of the final quadrille throbbed Its last
fore

I, Mill'S.

Folly.

Patterson,
Mary Patterson,
Mary Holmes,
Annabel Baker,
Flora Patterson,

Miss Caro

1

Lois

to

Literature.

Lothrop,

Hattie White,
Sarah Harriinan.
Luie Poor,
Mrs. A D. Chase,
Miss Ella Bolter,
Annie Wells,
Emma Abbott,
Abhie Faunce,
Sarah Gardner,
Hattie Bagloy,

said.
of the

Ivy Leaf.
Fancy Dress.
Star-light.
Damask.

id«*a.
be there to

Kvening.

Vanity.
^

Merrill,

All

is

not

glitters.

Annie Abbott,
41
Carrie Poor,
Ada Hervey,
Mrs. Otis Patterson,
Philo Hersey,

gold

M< Kurland's trial for tlie murder of Richardson
take- jdacr tins month.

that

Logan i tbremo-t in moving the expulsion of
Whittomorc for -oiling cadetships. This i- right.
Now. lei -omehody move to expel Logan for having sold himself to Lincoln, after having made a
ontraet with Jetf. Davis.
[Chicago rimes.

Diana.

Fancy

Ball I >re*»s.
ot II cart e

Queen

Night.

Umllno.
Minnehaha.

Miss Mary Wells,
Alice Bradman,
Arbella Pitcher,
Mrs. E. H. Reynolds,

Fancy
Fancy

44

Musician,

Gipsy.
Countess.

Night.
Nigh?,

June.
N ight.

Carrie Kaler,
Nellie Littlefield,

Kstelle.
Game of Domtnoe-',

There

on

..

Mary Lothrop,

-,r

Mornin»stftr.

1,

...

'■

White Domino.
Nun.
Princess Esmeralda.
Belfast & M. II. I.. R. R.
Ball Dress.
Morning Star.
Sunrise.
Evening Dress.

\ women with a “special
alnio-t brokr up a church -orviec

telegraph from heaven”
in New York, on
Tin
minister
declared
siind:i>.
tlie w ires to b«
down between New York and that place.

,. jr,
iv'° ,,eaded <,irL

Rock’d), Snow Flake.

Mrs. A. Pole, (Bangor
Miss Carr, Sargent,
Maria Winslow.
Sirs. Hattie E. Berry.

Diana Vernon.
Imogen as -he
fho
Fire (>ueen.
English Archer
Buff Domino and
> Dross.
Pop Corn.
Persian Lady
Fancy Dress.

£aVP,

1

u?-1

!
Fane;.

Rockland Free Press is waking up it friendtia it V elect ion. It see- bears m the woods

a-

ib

attention of the committee of investigation
Rockport
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?
Miss F. E. Miller, Boston
The Bangor Whig makes a lame defence to the fact that there is one individual who
Mary Baker,
Carrie Anderson,
if its parly for responsibility in the rum Imsi- knows what "is understood”—and that is
Mrs.John Pitcher.
Purity.
to a good deal in these
Friend nr the l- lag
Miss Fannie Rolx.
of
confessing
tess.
It says—
days
Annie Bean,
Moonlight
l)evv Drop
Abbie Field
Although the Journal would tain make party general ignorance concerning paper credits.
•*
Diana
Alice Faunce,
■apital of this question, it fails to show that the Let him be summoned.
Ada
Fairy.
Pole,
Democracy are not reprehensible, or that there is
Fannie Bradman,
Prince-.^ Helena.
A prominent democrat dealing in
my disposition on our part to shirk the responsipaper
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
t
*
lilitv. *
<«! V! 1 KMKX.
credits! A prominent democrat cheek by opinion from suppressing rumselling, re- wholesale establishment of Messrs Lewis,
\\ ho is responsible? Public Opinion is
responsi.John 11. ‘iuimby
Shakespeare's Benedie!.
ve. While the State of Maine is overwhelmingly jowl with the "loyal” thieves that infested minds us of the showman who was exhibit- Brown & Co., Mr Brown, tie junior partner,
.James Morrow.
Prince Albert.
lartial to all our measures for suppressing the the
A democratic editor who got ing a picture of Daniel in the lion’s den. being a formerly well known eiii/m of BelMv Mother's Darling.
A. D, Chase.
capital!
Lewis Pend let m.
iquor traffic and abolishing its evils, the public has
(>rgau Grinder.
■ested its efforts entirely upon the law, and has rich by that knavery! In the name of hear en Said the guardian of the great work of art— fast.
l'hilo Hersey,
Duke Essex.
W. C. Marshall,
Count lie Bull
ailed to lend its influence to those in whose hands who and what is he ?
Tn alluding to new buildings I am remindI- he an inmate of
“My friends, you will see here a represen.John YV. Pitcher
Clog Dancer.
lie law is placed. It has given us a law, and
ed
to
of
tin1
H.
O.
tation
Daniel
east
Court
of
into the den of lions,
Dro-s.
Russell,
speak
elegant private residqpfce
virtually declares that it must enforce itself. It lias Insane Hospital ? Give us his name—tell us
A. ,J. Dana.
Figaro.
egislated for us, and then substantially repudiates how he looks—send us his
Frank Knowlton
Spanish Bull Fight ?.
photograph! with the expectation that he would be de- of Mr. Gray—of paper collar notoriety—now
ts work by acquiescence in its violation.
Fred VV. Pole,
Boot-black.
Why, so far as we knew Democratic editors voured. Observe bow calmly the prophet re- in process of erection and nearly completed
F. C. Reynolds
Umbrella Mender.
Our intention is not to make
party capital, at that
S
Robert
I ago,
on
>uth
Boston,
Caldwell,
animals.
the
fierce
Notice how wonderBroadway,
just opposite
time, the fate that "loyalty” accorded gards
lor there is abundance of that article on hand,
Charles Baker,
1 >omiuo.
It
is
a
handsome
he
tB.
is
You
1
see
Abbott,
tornino.
he
is
not
to them was quite different.
Independence
Square'.
The
kind that fully
supported.
mil tin1 supply from the factory at
Charles Swift,
Spanish Bull ]• ighter.
Washing- we knew suffered from
lions -that ho doesn’t care for building of brii k. two stories in height, with
afraid
of
the
Robert
P.
H
mobs,
riots,
Chase,
ighlnuder.
prisons,
ton is unceasing.
But we. do mean to tear
Fat Boy.
Henry L. Lord,
persecutions, abuse. We have a copy of the them. Then look at the lions, and you will French roof and dormer windows, linished
A. G. Gilmore,
Greek < ’orsuir.
the hypocritical mask from the radical
party
A. II. Brad bur;.,
Highlander.
of the paper credit Lines, in see that they don’t care a d—n for Daniel, in black walnut. On the south side is a
—the party that, while professing to be the Prog. Age,
Frank Pitcher,
Base Ballist
\Yrm. R. Holmes
Foil v.
which the murder of the editor of this paper either!” This general state of indifference is handsomely ornamented verandah, and from
one specially
Charles O’Connell,
Sadie’s Pet.
favoring temperance, and en- is recommended.
And all this while an Au- just now being felt by the republican prohibi- the back side of the main roof" rises a square
Puss in Boon.
Percy Sanborn,
acting prohibitory laws, permits their daily
YY’. 11. Simpson,
Benedictine Monk
tower two stories high.
and an editor, was, with tion lions, according to the Whig.
Upon the large and
.1. M. Lewis,
Dutchy.
and gross violation, with murder as a conse- gusta democrat,
A. J. Stevens,
Scottish BCgsri.i
laid
out
two
consernicely
grounds appear
loyal assent, fingering paper credits! We
10. -J. Morrison.
Gent. in WhitRailroad consolidation is gaining friends,
quence, for fear of losing votes! The Whig
It is really one of the finest residences
H. L. YVoodcock,
are as much puzzled as was
Signor Qrabantio and our advices are to the effect that it will vatories.
talks of public opinion. Haven't
George YV. Burgess.
you always when his
in the city, and from its elevated position
married
the
Fred YV. Clark,
It
Base Ballist.
daughter
nigger.
claimed that your prohibition resolution of
become a law. The business men of Ilangor
L. D. Woodward,
Hamlet.
commands an excellent and uninterrupted
must be
S.
S.
Jr.
last summer embodied public opinion ?
Horsey,
Spanish Cavalier.
have almost unanimously signed a recomPrince Rupert.
"Thai with some mixtures powerful o’er the blood.
view of the whole city, together with the ! YY'. J Colburn,
Haven’t you made the same claim with res- ()r with some dram
C. H. Mitchell,
mendation to the representatives of that city
Spanish Costume.
conjured to this effect.
1
distant waters of the bay.
Pr.ncn:.
C. F .Johnson,
Prince Popeti.
to favor it.
pect to the prohibitory law itself? In fact They wrought upon him.”
There is no question, we think,
A. C. Burgess,
Morcutio.
C. O. Poor,
The man in the Moon.
We shall expect next to hear the rash in- j that the
The
of
editor
the
announces
isn’t it a correct definition of law, to
to
l’rog. Age
plan is decidedly for the best interests
say that
Court Dress.
; John Hamden,
verter of things at the. Age office insist that of
Owl aud Photographer.
Win, F. Washburn
it is the expression of public
Maine, and will largely lend to ber pros- seekers alter libel suits that they can “find
opinion ? We
Win. E. Bickford
Monkey.
Saint Paul was a highwayman, and took
him at the old stand.”
think it cannot be disputed. Well, if
The treasurer of the
Turkish Costume
T. A. Winter.
perity
your
YV F. Bean.
Charles 11.
in the suburbs of Jerusalem.
purses
railroad
like
see
would
to
him
at
the
stmid
party represents public opinion in making
Earl of Leicester.
P. Pote,
George
W
hile
is
enthe Paper Credit Committee
lint if the editor of the Age knows whereTurkish Costum *.
Henry I.. Kilgore.
and deliver—but can't.
prohibitory laws to prevent drunkenness and of
L. F. McDonald.
Hamlet.
he affirms, if this thing be known to him, gaged in its investigations (if it over makes
Chinesi
B.
F.
Prince.
Wells,
murder, and then represents public opinion
it would be well for it to investigate the
John YV'. Carle
Don < '.T/ar de Ba/ati.
Masonk TIai.i., Kind David’s l.m». a./
or he can furnish
proof of it—let him not! any)
in ]>ermithnr/ drunkenness and
Wildman from Swan
Lineolnville, Feb. 1", into.
\
murder—why,
of the limner
< vLilt*
YYr. B. Washburn.
and Boston Big
spare our feelings or those of the Democrat- disappearance of the report
what a miserable hypocrisy
Ai a regular communication of King David's
(Organ.
your party is, ie
with
committee.
That
document,
important
R, B. Stephenson.
Persian Dmsparty. Let justice be meted out to that
re
Mr. \\ big, and what a transparent sham and
the
resolutions
u.
unanimousLodge,
following
H. 10. McDonald.
Mercutio.
the records
Democratic quill-driver. We
bearing on the matter, have dis- ly adopted—
James Harrlmau,
Back Gammon.
conjure the
humbug you are yourself, to ask people to
Il
J.
II.
Trussed
House.
would
Roman Priest.
from
State
the
Whereas, It has been the pleasure of our Su-!
as
if loves justice—as it loves the appeared
Win. M. Hall.
First Rose of Spring.
support it. You get together in Convention Age,
scent easy
premc Master, in his intiuite wi- t mi, to remove |
11. !.. Winter,
enough to trace them / Hu 0/?- to
Democratic party—as it loves us
Jockey.
tin* Celestial Lodge ahoM*. our Brother dolm C.
and solemnly resolve that
personally mUtcc th-sirca
Chas. P. Ua/.ellin.Matador.
Spanish
rum-selling shall
to.
<
Ibis last must be a deep and
.J. I.. Sleeper,
Ferry, therefore,
onscript.
abiding afcease; your legislators with their four inches (and
L. F. Shales,
Resolved, That in this mysterious despensalion |
Spanish
Matador.
1 !i‘‘
fection) to expose and sacrifice to justice
Eugene Rust,
Charles ii.
ot raw whiskey (vide Lew
Bangor Whig is undertaking to cover of Divine Brovidenee we have lost a true Brothel, j (’.
Barker) solentnly that
M, Berry.
Don
the
esteemed
and
an
Carlos.
citizen,
i
community
exemplary
Democrat at Augusta. Will it do so? a good deal of
enact prohibition; you, yourself, indite
L. Littlefield
ground. It is now devoting ! and his family and friends have -ntler'd an inv- j YV.
Zouave.
long
J F.
Eustis,
its energies to the regulation of the city ex- parable loss.
Jockey.
moral editorials on liquor selling; and what We await a reply.
1 B. Dinsmore,
Solon Shingle.
Resolved, That we sincerely deplore the seemN. C. YV heeler
Fireman.
is the result? Why, the poor woman lies in
penses of New York. It would oeeur to alThe Honorable Mr. Golladav of
A. Yl. (.’arter,
ingly untimely death of our respected Brother,
Kentucky, trueCastilian.
blue
Democrat, and none of your halfway Conser- most anybody else, that those a flairs belong whose worth and private virtues endeared him to
her bloody shroud, John Lawrence is in the
Henry Hall,
Parrot.
vative sort, was on Thursday examined before the
H. G. Palfrey.
id is a friend and Brother, and whose memory it is
< apt. Jink ■.
YYr. J.. Studley,
condemned murderer’s cell, and the rum- Military Committee for selling cadetships. AArc to the people of that eity exclusively. If the our pleasure to perpetrate.
(-apt. .1 inks’s Son
C.
K. Davis,
« ardlif Giant.
mention this fact more particularly because of the people of New York see lit to
we individually, and as a Lodge,
the
That
Resolved.
taxes,
seller continues his sales! And, with the law
pay
Mr. < .ombs,
Charles II.
item in the Belfast Journal in reference to ail artiextend to the widow and children of our deceased
PConnell,
Billy < PKour ki
and the machinery of the law in the control cle in the Whig denouncing the cadetship auction- and incur the expenses, what business i< it of Brother, our sympathy in 111i their sad bereave- | Med
H. S. Parker
t 'hiuttman.
eers.
the Whig’s ?
mrnt.
[Bangor AVhig.
YV. g. Frye.
Spanish Duk*
exclusively of your party, you prate of the
Resolved. That a >opy of these resolutions be
Charles ('lark,
Sailor Bov.
Mr. Golladay was examined. Well, what
.i
default of public opinion!
.odd,
l.iml i,
Spanish Cavalier
“Were we to iuti.d no sea-going ships, sent to the alllieted lamih of our deceased Broiler,
came of the examination ?
N. <
If he or any other
Wheeler.
a copy to the Camden and Belfast papers for publi- j
Cigar.'
NOI£ ENGAGE IN THE FOREIGN CARRYING
Louis\IV.
George Dyer,
The New York papers print the testimony Democrat, is found to he
cation, also that a page in our records be s<-t apart |
Charles 11
guilty, don’t spare TRADE, WE SHORED PERCEIVE THE DIFFER- to his memory.
| J. II. Poor,
! Ansel Lothrop,
sailor Hoy.
given before the gold speculation committee our feelings, or him either. Snake him out. ENCE RET l.ITTEE.”
AN'si't Wadsworth,
Thomas Holder,
Age.
Domino.
[Progressive
at Washington.
It states that the letter But we have seen as
11. Pepper,
Li mnmiiicc.
11 knra \. Bi:ir< v,
Domino.
The above is the encouragement given to
yet no statement that
Amos
s
Cardin’Giantess.
Poor,
W. ii. Hr n't.
printed from Mrs. Grant was a forgery, that : anything has been
Mr, C« Coombs,
Yankee Glunn
proved against Mr. Golla- our great local industry, bv a paper publishI
I
Frank K. Tozler.
Kreneli Zouave.
Butterfield and Corbin were in the ring, and day.
in this eity. IIow do yon like it, ship
A right whale and calf came into the harbor of |
O. M, Shaw.
Hangm ', Domino,
ed
j
tried to get help from Grant. It clears the
F.
Domino.
Brovincetown. and \vas struck from a boat which j
Wood,
The Prog. Age objects to our
tf
.lames Fitz .lames.
grindstone j builders, ship-owners and sailors?
<j. L. Knight.
put out to rapture her. She fought well, hut late
President from blame. A minority report,
Hannah Partington
Theo. N. Winslow,
It ought not to.
in the afternoon she was lanced and began -poutThere is nothing
!eul.
Ice
liciicr
dealers
almul
be
feeliiu*'
the
will
There was a large attcinlane. from Ranger. \n
made by Mr. Cox.
generally are
ing blood, but the u arp wa- cut b\ the Lin.- and
which so much needs sharpening as the Ape.
j
the w little e-eaped.
crop.
"ii-la. < annleii II« k tipi, ft I o'lier p!a
Ylnoii*-

'if

An Illinois

woman, wii
wanted to go to a
as Mary RHleen of Scot-, looked
tin*
Bible
to
a-eertain
through
how the character
was dresI.
■

masquerade party

U- do not claim that there

are no

rogues in the

republican party, [Rockland Free Press.
’I hat i- very comforting franknes*. Now won’t
knowledge that there is
good ileal of the Republi an party in tlie admitted rogues?
■

'■

e11j ie'.

ii

tie

misfitoj

a

house consist- in.
Sin i; but it

feeding comer-ation, m v- r in usurping it.
guardian of this -perie- of -acred fir.

tle

be accessible to ill.

must

Tlie Committee lias rcporu l in favor of
to the t.eorge- Yalle\ Railroad.

a

charter

old lady in Kngland kept her coffin in her
for five year*-, and when she died the othei
day -he couldn’t be got into i». I'he < arpente
hadn’t calculated for dropsy
An

room

Portland dispatch -»
Jolm
pro\es to !■■
M line. II
and w as taken in tie wt
can4Q an be assign
tended insaiiit).
A

diary

Anotin

r

barn, ami

w

t h
Maud Pond incenK movie-, oi Hampden,
e W at<. Mill,
burning the house. No
ed. lie at first pre-

Hindi ii man has found m, owl in his
iili an appetite tor hi- pullets.

John McGrian- and wife
t teem
u Brooklyn, iml

-lept in a freshly paintI’hursday morning the
tound dead and the women
unconscious,
it i- suppe-ed from inhaling the
gas of new paint.

m in

KEk

was

I h
wants

Portland Pithe

dogs

■*-

al'rai i •!

i-

hydrophobia, amt

muzzled.

•*'>' I'li Ki'h, a wi ll known wealthy uirreliaut
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»%h» of eogestion of tile lungs, after an illness dl
thirty-six hours, aged 7*> y ears.

Vanderpool, who murdered young Field, of Auburn. in Michigan, has been found
guilty and seiit enecd to i-risou for life.
< >n the 1sth. tie
hoi -e i.| Nli donas (irecn, ot
"urry was burned, and Mr- (item perished in the
Haines,
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A "haw a \\ 11-known •■miiruetor
of Hnmervii!. M.,-- committed suicide by
poison Thursdav
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reporter in Louisville wrote in hi- manuscript
a
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tie* printers mad* it bawdy-house, and the injured
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fifteen unhung murderer- in the New

are

Li Falmouth Mr. Forbes,a railroad contractor,
di- ovi red the body of a man m a rude wooden box
the line of his work. It. is -aid to lm\e been
identified as the body of u pedler W ho di-apjieared
hist fall. Not long ago a man in the town named
Collin sold t horse which he represented had been
left with him to work for hi-* keeping, and a- the
•w ner had not appeared to claim him and the time
of keeping \va- up, he sold him to pay charge-.
It
N thought tlic-e eir uin-tam •*- :ire connected in sonic
W :i>

1

Mrs. M. A, Ulmer,
Miss Kate Poor,

suit

\ hr.i
dooi weighing l,4.'»6 pound-, ami co-ting
I*, rii m;tniUa<tui <--l in Knglnmt
11 J %
-s-hu, hafor the Wolf Ro. lv lighthou- intended to renTaeea
-olid oak door, four inches thick, w hich had beeu
-battel'd into fragment** bj the three of tie- waves,

Mrs. Emma Hayes,
Ksmerahla.
Miss Lizzie Lothrop,
Summer Lveniug.
44
Eliza Thurlow.
Polish Peasant triri
Florence Hills. Rock'd ( hild of Regiment.
l;
Flora Wise,
Bandit t^uee*.
Addie Pettingill,
....

Fannie Cottrell,
Susan Wood,
Mariana Thurlow,
Mrs. Wm. Marsha!!,
Miss Isa McDonald and

a

York city pri-ou.

Starlight.

Margie Dickerson,

brought

deford I>emoerat.

Folly.
Fancy Dr.Fire-fly.

4>

Rurbank ha-

against Simon Milliken of Saco, the owner of the
dog who so terribly bit Miss Burbank, a week oi
two since, laying damages at
-ays the Bid

Pallet Dancer.
Winter.
Pop Corn.
Republican Journal.
Pet of the Ballet.
Pop Corn.
< ioddess oi
Libel: v.
Ball Dress.
Water Nymph

44

M.

Hon. James

Pop Corn.
Day and N ight.

44

He

[Gardiner Reporter.

Highland Lassie,

4-

from

One of our citizen- fi-lied a very fat, sleek looking Newfoundland dog from hi- well one day last
week. Three tamilie** have “noticed something
about that water that wasn’t right all winter!”

Midnight.
Grape Gatherer.

4

mysteriously disappeared

< '»nson

ipt.

Sehooner Weather (Lange, which sailed from
Gloucester for tin George- Rank-,dan. 26th, U supposed lost in the gale <»l Jan. 60th. She had a crew
of ten men.

Page.
Mull Dress

Mrs. Win. Bickford.
Miss Lizzie Hayford,
Mary Eustis.
Addie McClintock.
Ella Lancaster,
44
Nellie Forbes,
Hannah Morrison.
Mrs. Goo. Bailey,
D. II. Conant,
Miss Mary Leighton,
Emma Bramhall.
4*
Fannie Carter,
Jennie Libbey,
Mrs..!. Veazie,
Miss Ella Dutton,
Nealie Pote,
Nellie McGilverv,
Emma fttepiiensou,

has

hi- ship, at Providence, and can’t he found.
was to have been married very soon.

<

Dress.
I >ress,

Street

Miss Belle Anderson,
Mrs. Edwin Sahnond.
Miss Isa Moore,
Mrs. W Frederick,
44
II. S. Parker,
4*
Abner Gilmore,
Miss Susie Colburn,

Alice Atkinson.

.*

<

GENERALITIES.

Spanish Lady.

Stars and Stripe*..
Last rose of Summer.

Miss Lonnie

Mrs. Bartlett,
Boston:,
M. M. Poland,
Miss Nellie White,

-*

White.
Fancy Dress.

Mrs.Singhi, (Rockland

Newburyport

public we return thanks to the gentlemen
originated and <o excellently carried out the
When the likt again take- place,‘‘may we

who

Woman in

*•

44

upon the air and the last good nights were
So ended this pleasant occasion. In behalt

notes

Rainbow.
Princess Krmina.
Tamborine Girl.
Street Sweeper.

'li,-.

aity, the poetess, is

tlangeroiisly sirk.
a Bangor
pulpit, las
Suiulay, ami insisted on remaining. As she tliiln’t
I'1 ''“' ll polities, lli.'i
alle.l hei ,ia/\ atol .traggeii
V woman

I

her out.

took possession of

THE UNITED STATES WATCH COMPANY. Knapp; Edwin Kollo, etc., etc., all in various
styles of movements and finish.
Among the many curious changes which of It is a curious fact in connection with the history
manufacturing watches by machine work, that
time lias wrought in the department of
originally Messrs. Giles, Wales & Co. employed
workmen
who were considered experts in the
manufactures, one may be discovered in the
manufacture of watches by hand work; but they
fact that the best watches in the world are now

.lgr A. I'ilshun heretofore a prominent Demiai iif (. oueord. renounced liis connection with
party at a public meeting Monday evening.
Portlaiut Adv.
Probably he will In rewarded with an appoint■

to feed Grant's (logs.

at

could not or would not adapt themselves to the new
process; hence the firm dispensed with all such,
and now employ only those who they have themselves exclusively educated to the business. Every
department is under the constant, personal supervision of the firm, and regulated by a system admirable for its completeness, and illustrated bv the
high reputation obtained by their manufactures—
time-tellers which are truth-tellers, and note the
fleeting hours as they pass, with unerring accuracy.
from day to day arid year to year, monitors and
models of regularity, arid symbols of the progress
fraction over in per durability, and accuracy as time-keepers, of the age.
excel any heretofore made anywhere. This
In the advertisement which we insert to-

hange says that the only people in Washwho mind tlieiv own lmsiiiess are sneh
iing married pail's as happen to he spending the
ia ymoon at the hotels.

\u
jion

\i

OFFICE OF

made in this country. The days of the pretty
toys of Swiss and French make, and of the
once popular English lever watch, arc. no
Ihw. William II. savarj of Kilsworth. lias heen
Yankee enterprise, ingenuity and
more.
<
,tinted 'ottnlj Supervisor of I(ailcork.
skill have beaten them all.
t'lirie are foreshadowings of a liiee entertain- mechanical
at at the Augusta House on the evening of Watches are now made in the United States
M ii'i'i: .kl. t" tin friends of Messrs. Gibbs and Itii'S. that for elegance of appearance, substantial
■

lil is

i,

quoted

now

at

a

premium.

at.

LOCAL ITEMS, &

c.

On Saturday evening, about 7 o'clock, a
the manufactures of the United States
broke out on tlu* roof of the wooden building day,
Watch
G.
and
Wells,
Company, located at Marion, New
I’lu nix liow. owned bv George
upicd by him. A. A "Moore, and Miss Stone. Jersey, the most perfect of the watch manufames had broken through the roof, and. as factories in this
wc
to
wind

strong, there was danger of

a

country,

serious

some

No. o was prompt!}* on hand, and from the
idi at the court TToiwe threw a stream that
anguished the fire at once. It had worked
ugh the wooden partition into the upper rooms
Kwld- A Mathews, but without serious damage.
a

defective

hoard the steame!

on

.ruing, while making up the cabin
found

r-

a man

Iving condition.

s

in

and

Saturday
berths, the

insensible and nnparontdecently clad. but
bout any person who knew him. A telegram was
awarded from Camden to Belfast for a physician,
examination, said the man was near
ijo, alba
He di* : b< fore the boat readied Winternd
a-eertaincil to be .J. I>. Kent, of
a
.uri i\:i
n

an

He

wa>

'rawer.
11•
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GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
No 5, Nassau Street, New
York,
February 10th, 1870.
The remarkable success which attended our
negotiation of the Loans ot the Central Pacific Railroad
Company and the Western Pacific Railroad
Company, and the popularity and credit which these
Loans hare maintained in the markets, both in this
country and Europe, have shown that the First Mort-

,,rtland. Bang"1- and Macliias Steamboat
i a dividend of live per emit. The
i. it) r< cu the money from Mr.
\ imi:- Bank.
About §>1.*>,000 has
’||.

of these watches.
Among
from Hon. L. E. Chittenden, late
Register of the U. S. Treasury, stating the
surprising fact that one of these watches
carried

one

by

him for

over a

performed.

The editor of

gage

a

striking peculiarities:

firm

Without doubt the largest watch manufactory in
the world is that of the t inted States Watch Company—Gilo-. Wales & Co. This firm are manufacturers of all the grades of American watches,
pendant winders and key winders, and importers,
manufacturers and johl»er> of watches, diamonds
and jewelry, solid silver ware a nil silver-plated
wan1.
They commenced business at 13 Maiden
bale■» in 1*03. Since March. 1S03, their main factory has been located at Marion. X. J., a few miles
from this city on the line of tin* New Jersey Railroad. The cost of the building and the grounds,
which comprise 3 acres, surrounded by a substantial iron fence, was about $300,000.
The principal building is 233 foot in length, with
an iron and glass front.
It has three wings, belfry
and spire, and is one of the most palatial and
cheerful looking structures in the State, quite remarkable for the flood of light which pours through
the numerous spacious windows on all sides.
We have visited and carefully inspected some
hundreds of manufacturing establishments, in tin*
pur-uit of authentic information for the benefit of
the business world, and can safely say that never
have we seen one in which the comfort and convenience of the operative- were so well provided
for a- in this extensive, completely equipped and

are

large

stockholders in the watch lac

250 Feet Front—Iron and Glass.

WORKS

UNITED

STATES

tory, and its sole agents, and are rapidly acquiring the large wealth, which their enter-

THE

WATCH

(GILES, WALES & CO. MARION. N. J.

COMPANY,

GILES, WALES & CO.,

entitle them to.
These watches have been largely sold in
the West, where they have a high reputation,
and are just coming into the Eastern markets.
We recommend our friends who are about to
purchase watches, to examine those made by
this company. They are sold in Belfast by

prise

Calvin

OF

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

AND JOHUEHS

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,
LANE,
13

MAIDEN

IMUFACT'Jtffl °of AMERICAN

Hervey.

BOTH

3

NEW

WATCHES, PENDANT

NICKEL AND

FROSTED

Bonds,

of

wisely-located

and

honorably-managed

Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken as
the most suitable, safe, and
advantageous form of investment, yielding a more liberal income than can
hereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and avail
able to take their place.

year, varied only

New two seconds during that time !
York paper who has made a thorough inspecMr. W. E. Wales, of this firm, is a Belfast
tion of this model establishment, gives the boy, son of the late John Wales, and will be
following description of its many excellencies remembered by liis old schoolfellows. The

chimney.

Katalidin,

propose
give
account of the manner in which the

work is

\

lire look from

ii

performances

them is

HATCH,

BANKERS AND DEALERS

is accomplished by substituting machinery day will be seen certificates from railroad
for hand work in the manufacture.
conductors and others, who have need to be
In commencing to advertise, as we do to accurate in time, showing the remarkable

:'ikk.

wa<

FISK &

Assured that, in the selection and negotiation of superior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
want, and rendering a valuable service—both to the
holders of Capital and to those great National works of
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and substantial character entitle them to the use of
Capital and
the confidence of investors—we now offer with
special
confidence and satisfaction the

FIRST MORTGAGE ROADS

YORK.

OF THE

WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS,

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO

MOVEMENTS.

The finer grades all having three pairs t'oniral Pivots. Cap Jew civil, in Liohl Buttings, and accurately adjusted to That, Cold and Position and all even
in tlie cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LINE Escapement, with Exposed Pallet Jewels, and Hardened and Tempered Hair Springs ami lor our late In’in'mvemmt in
The annual meeting
Railroad Melting
RAILROAD COMPANY.
STEM WINDING mechanism we claim a STREXO Til, SIMPLICTTY, and SMOOTHXESS hitherto unattained in any oilier manufacture, at home or abroad
ol‘ the stockholders of the Maine Central RailConstantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and .tragic Cases, Minute Repeaters, Independent 1-4. K, Split .and Fly back Seconds** ’for taking
d- d o; tii.* new boiler and other imi,
road Company, on Wednesday, drew quite a
three different times.
The Chesapeake and Ohio
eii. uts in the City of Richmond, so that slie
fl^rPrice List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally.
Railroad, connect! ng the
crowd to our village, though there was only
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbors of the Chesa
on
route
ticin
condition,
u;
splendid
a special train at night
west.
The
running
peake Bay with the Ohio Uiver at u point of reliable navd
meeting of tin* Agricultural Society, on
only business of importance done was choosigation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system and
And
< onimittee
of
Lake
directors
as
BROTHER
&
142
follows:
GILES,
tieCO.,
last,
Street, Chicago, 111,
ing
ttndny
reported, verbally,
water transportation of the groat West and
South-west,
Reuben
B.
Anson
P.
e counts
Dunn,
of the Treasure] were not in
Morrill, Josiah
forms the additional East and West Trunk
HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
II. Drummond, Francis W. Hill, George L.
ape a- to unable them to make a thorough orderly manufactory.
so
imperatively demanded for the accomodation
flgrWATCH Xo. 1089, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. I.." iuunut:i<’!uivd by rniOM State- Watch Co. lias Tine,
of it- atfairs without more time.
The basement of the east wing is devoted to Ward, Amos 1). Lockwood, and James F.
been carried by me lYomJVcember, 1808, to January 17th, 1^70: it* total variation being only hr>> t^‘r>>iti/< in the entire time.
of the immense and rapidly-growing transportation be
\n <dRawson.
of
a great variety of materials used in the
Jan.
17,1870.
storage
New
L.
F.
York,
(’iiittpvdpv.
r.«itn
kwiatm*
w.
irmmnt for thro
k- was then voted,
tween the Atlantic seaboard and Europe on the one
business. The basement of the west wing comIt appears from the report that the numFrederic watch (Jo., has been carried by me fifteen months; its tal variation from mean time
Watch No. 106-4—bearing Trade-Mark,
being only eight seconds hand, and the great producing regions of the Ohio and
one wags last Saturday posted the
itv with tlie prises ih*1 blacksmiths* shop, the hardening room, ber of
Atherton & Co., Marion, N. j.,” manufactured by Uni- total variation from mean time being only an average o( per month. Have been
carried
over
the
road
durpassengers
travelling through different sec- Mississippi Valleys on the other.
B. F. l*H ELPS.
ted States Watch Co., baa been carried by me fifteen two-thirds of a second per day.
tions ot the country, from New York to
iunomieement that, owing to the coining musquer- where all the steel work of the watches is perfectly
the year I860 was 183,849, and 97,989,24
Galvaston. TexConn. N. J. Central R. R.
hardened, the room for all descriptions of castings ing
months; its total variation lrom mean time being only
as, and back, by steamer and railroad.
E. KICK,
I no r dgioiis services would be had in the and tin
Watch
No.
The importance of this Hoad as a
102.7
Stem
tons
of
Winder—bearing
Trade-Mark,
The
Snow
total
month.
WM.
of
second
of
the
one
DERBY,
Derby,
per
of Whitney & Kite, 179
freight.
punching departments. In the last we
earnings
N. Y.
Frederic
N.
manufacturBroadway,
Atherton & Co., Marion,
J.,?’
nr
& Prentiss, Jersey City, N. J.
on sunday.
outlet from the West to the sea magnifies it
NVvertledoss, people put on noticed no less than 37 kinds of dies, used for road for the year were $566,137.67, expense
ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me since
SrxBL'UY, Penn., Feb. •_*<*, 1869.
into one of national consequence, and insures to it au
ii good clothes an 1 went.
punching various parts of a watch—steel, gold, account, $405,499.17; leaving amount of
Watcii No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic .June, 1807; its total variation from mean time being onW ati m No.
lire.—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
nickel, brass, etc. Tin* steel used is exclusively
HENRY SMITH,
Atherton & Co.,” manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co. ly live seconds per month.
Atherton & Co., Marion, N.
over expenses, $160,638.50.
manufactured by U. S. extensive through traffic from the day of its completiou
The
\
ili- 'Miof Belfast has u-t returned home utter American, and i- the best steel known in
earnings
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation
the manTreas. Panama R. R., 88 Wall Street.
W a fell Co., has boon carried by me the three months
while, in the developement of the extensive agricultural
absence of fifteen years in California.
from mean time being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS,
Among ufacture of watches, hardening better in the fire funded debt is $2,377,480, ot which $78,080
U. S. its total variation from mean time being only 5 seconds
Watch No. 12012—bearing Trade-Mark,
and mineral resources of Virginia and West-Virglnia,
President N. J. R. R. & T. Co.
The $1000 milWatch Co., Marion, N,
manufactured by United during that time If. L>K FANCY, engineer P& E. K. K.
incident.- of hi- return was that of being in tru- than any other, and producing springs of the most is payable in capital stock.
It possesses, along its own line, the elements of a large
The brass is also wholly of lion loan bonds are now over due and will be
States Watch Co., has been carried by me live months ;
Watch No. 1 ,'61—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic AthW.vti 11 No. 11 or, —bearing
ed to his daughter, born after his departure. enduring elasticity.
Frederic and
Trade-Mark,
its total variation from mean time being only twelve
American production, being the best adapted to
profitable local business.
ertou & Co., Marion, N, J.,” manufactured by U. S.
Atherton & Co., Marion, X. J.,'4 manufactured
on
The
stock
bonds
and
U.
S.
presentation.
by
’i
had grown to !><* a young lad}.
the purposes of watch-making. The basement of paid
Watch Co., has been carried by me tour months ; its to- seconds. GEO. I.OVTS, General Eastern Passenger Watch Co., has been carried by me eleven months; its
stock coupons are convertible into stock and
the
south
from mean time being only live seconds Agent, Toldo, Wabash & Western Railway.
variation
a section for
tal
variation
lrommeau
time
wing
of
comprises
sev‘*n
Thus
the great interests, both general and local, which
spends
1 lie petitioners for the new bridge charter across
storage
being only
Watch No. 1250—bearing Trade-Mark, fi Frederic in the entire time. A. II. KING, 7 Park
materials, and the engine room, in which is a 00 have all matured.
per month. F. A. HASKELL. Conn. Hudson RiverR.R
During the year $300,Place, N.Y., demand the completion of the Chesapeake and Ohio
: «-t harbor, got leave to withdraw from theeom- horse
U. S.
Frederic
Athcrson
&
manufactured
No.
N.
Watch
Vice-Pros*r
Trade-Mark,
by
Elastic
1117—bearing
J.,*’
Cone
Co.,
Marion,
N.
made
of
.1.
the P. A; K. Co., and 100,000 of the
Spring Co.,
Car’Soring0 Railroad to the Ohio
engine
by the Put man Machine Co., of 000
and It. Co.
Atherton & Co., Marion, N. J.,' manufactured by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me six months ; its to
River, afford the surest guaran"1 the Legislature. One of the ardent friends Fitchburg, Mass., use*! for heating the whole build- M. C.
Co., will mature, which the Directors
tee of its success and value, and render It the most
bv steam, and driving all the extensive maIyr34
ing
tin project, not posted in legislative
For
Sale
in
Belfast
CALVIN HERVEY.
are to provide for.
It
is
to
ways, remeet
by
proposed
important and substantial Railroad enchinery throughout the factory, the main wheel becked that he’d "be d—d if lie v‘<tvhl withdraw!"
ing 10 feet in diameter. The average consumption these liabilities by a new series of bonds
terprise nova in progress in this Country.
either to lie exchanged or sold. The SomeiBOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
<
B. Hazeltine, Esq., Inis our thanks for an in- of coal i- 1 ton per day, the year round.
Notice to Contractors.
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
The first floor of the east wing is devoted to the set road is well
Its superiority as an East and West route, and the
Monday, Feb. 28.
and
tor
nigh graded
ready
ing pamphlet relating to the early hi-torv of
BUTTER—Quite fair Butter is offered at 2sc,and pretAND SPECIFICATIONS lor the several
furnishing room of the floor, and the departments the rails, from West Waterv ille to Madison ;
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting its
lots have been sold at 30a33c per lb, while 35a3Gc
rida, where he is enjoying the delights of that wherein an* manufactured watch
good
ty
Station Buildings, Store Houses, Engine Buildplates, winding and the Belfast & Moosohe ad line from Burn- will buy the best that is offered. Western Butter is
completion, have drawn to it the attention and coopera
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
ings, Water Tanks, Wood Sheds, &c., to be built on the
nate.
Bu» they don't have any Tied founders works, stop work-, clicks, springs, barrels, wheels
here.
tion of prominent Capitalists and Railroad men ot this
line of the Belfast and Moosehead Lake R. II., may be
ham to Belfast is so far completed, in the dull at lGa28c, the latter pricesotor the best itlots
next Court of IS
etc.,
all
in
the
for
the
/'ITIIE
pinions,
to
is
rough,
d
market
is
not
and
llicult
to
<
preparatory
Couutyof
EGGS—The
tnkruptcy,
being
firm,
spring, do they. harles?
seen at the Engineer’s office at Belfast, from 1st to loth,
ot sound judgment and known integrity, whose con
Wald *, will he held at Belfast, April 2,
JL
finished in other sections. The scene was a busy way of grading, as that the
of rails sell for 31c, although that price was obtained this morn- of March inst.,
1870, at city
inclusive.
laying
2 o'clock, 1*. M.
l’ETER THACHKR.
nection with it, together with that of eminent citizens
M.-s-ps (’after are withnui eontraets to build one, long rows of expert artisans being engaged in will be commenced
Parties designing to contract for a part or the whole of
in the “prin«\ ing for some lots.
early
Registei dll District, Maine.
BEANS—The market remains without any change, the same are respectfully invited to tender. None but
and business men of Virginia and West-Virginia, inI- this season, and their yard will be idle. operating a great variety of ingenious machines,
Belfast. March J, Is:u.
Mail.
Hpry>
and sales are mainly in small lots. We quote choice
manufactured by the firm
for their busi- [Waterville
sures an energetic, honorable, and
responsible and experienced parties need apply. And
sucWestern pea Beans at 2 5<>a2 75; common do 81 75a2 25; the contractors reserve to themselves the
•withstanding the Prog. Age, they and their ness, many being originalexpressly
of
inventions of their own
privilege
District Corin' ot tiik United i
cessful management.
choice hand-picked mediums at $1 75a 1 87 per bush,
or
nil
of
the
bids
unless
Col.
rkm- n
a
and
rejecting
any
difference"
approved
by
,N
used
in this establishment. As an
between building
Banicriptcy.
perceive
exclusively
Htatks. District of Maine.
common and screened *.H)cu$l 15 ; choice A. W.
\
Wildes, Chief Engineer of the line.
During the great snow storm of the Loth in- Canada Peas
instance of tin* rapidity of the work here executed,
diips and not building them.
in th- matter of SAMI EL G.
cooking $1 r.0 per bush.
The Road is completed and in operation from RichWILLSON, TENNANT ft Co., Contractors.
TUURLOW, Bankrupt.
we -aw one -mall
which, operated by stant, Mrs. Nathaniel Moody left Lewiston
POULTRY—The market is firm, and choice Turkeys
machine,
2w34
Belfast.
rlTili: fourth general meeting of the creditors of said
The roads arc just now in the condition that rend- on** person, turns out 1000 watch barrels in the with a horse and
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Of the remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount will
hope of savin* , e
We have seen numerous testimonials from
requested her to return, which she has utterly refused to
relia- tested eases is has eft'eeted a perfect cure.
hit,, the officers gathered around
His mind is tranquil and serene,
do: that at times previous to her desertion when lie reIX II I Xk Itl PTUl'.
Willfuns ble
be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect
Old he was heard to say that if the shin went ba\ cauthorities who have used these watches, and
No terror in his looks are seen,
turned at night from his labor, she had locked and fastenIn
the
found their variation from mean time
The worst piles cured. I wish to
matter of WILLIAM I*. COLKMAN, Bank- and
His Saviour’s smile dispels the gloom,
improve the portion now in operation, and thorinarvelspread
ed the doors of his house and refused to let him in, and
down he would go with her.
ousfy small, viz: 1 second a month in lo months- abroad the great benefit I have derived from the use
And smooths his passage to the tomb,
lie was obliged to seek his lodging for the night in other rupt.
The lifeboat was obliged to leave the
oughly equip the whole for a large and active traffic.
seconds a month in 0
of
sinking
Dr.
ORDER
ship
1>Y
01
Harrison's
THE
peristaltic
that
about
HONORABLE
three
ho
heard that she was
lozenges.
EDWARD
b* avoid being swamped.
months; less than 1 second
years ago,
lie leaves a large ami respected family of children and place;
After rowing about for a
1 9 10\, Judge ol the District Court of the
I have suffered years from the worst Piles" I used
5 sooon,ls a
in a town in the State ot Massachusetts, and was
United
in 20 months,
The present price is 90 and accrued interest.
while the erew of the lifeboat stVing none ol’ die and so
who will miss his prayers and blessings. living
married to another man, and has not heard from her Mates tor the District of Maine, I shall sell at public
everything to no purpose, until I found the Lozen- grand-children,
r.-w floating—not one of the HtJ who went
tlice of the Register ot Deeds in Belauction, at the
the passing spirit fled,
down
since.
Gently
in
less
than
a
month
are
I
was cured, and have
A Loan so amply secured, 90 carefully guarded, aud
»n tVip1’!kV-tIie>r
etIo0Ment commentaries up- ges ;
Sustained by grace divine;
Wherefore, your libelant prays that the bonds of mat- fast, in said District, on Saturday, the nineteenth day of
—unwillingly bent their fuees landward about live oii
th< p< ilection
watches as here manufactured only to resort to them when costiveness returns
so certain hereafter to commund a prominent place
A D. lsro, at 10 o’clock, A. M., certain
miles distant.
Oh, may such grace on us be shed
estate of
rimony may be dissolved between him and the said Han- March,
and always find instant relief. S. O. Neal. For
said
to
like
wit:
And
end
make
our
thine.
if
Bankrupt,
nah B.,
the Court in the exercise of a sound discretion,
The next morning the Bombay was immediately
among the favorite securities in the markets, both ot
sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, In- E. A.
All the Bankrupt’s interest in a note
deem it reasonable and proper, condusivc to dome-tic
Com.
signed by D I* this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated
ordered to the scene of the wreck and sure.led iii
Harrison A CO., Proprietors, and liy all Drugharmony and consistent with the peace and morality of Stowell, payable to George G. l’eirce.
aving 39 men, who had got into the cutler.
All his interest in a house in Lincolnville
gists. Mailed for 60 eents.
T. J. CARSON.
attached on and quickly absorbed.
society.
omotli"
a writ in favor of
George G. Peirce.
SHIP NEWS.
1 he Oneida was eommanded
His interest In a claim against the United States
State of Maine, /
by (’apt.
Very respectfully,
for
Fid ward P. Williams, of
backpay pledged to George G. Peirce,
PORT OF BELFAST.
Waldo, ss.
\
Castine, a brave resit Its. in continuously accurate timekeeping
IIELFART PRICER CCRREIT,
Ilis interest in a claim against tlie United
Hie more marvelous when we
ARRIVED.
and meritorious
licit m™
Supreme Judieial Court, January 'Term, J. balance due as compensation for hire ot servant.States as
officer, who distinguished thousand different processes onconsider
CORRECTED WEEKLY Foil THE JOURNAL.
each floor are per
Feb. 2o. Sells D. K. Arey, Ryan, Boston; Gen. Meade
Also, tlie chosen in action hereinafter specified so fur
n. 1870.
himself in the late war. A later
as tlie same are
lornted, in the manufaeture of the various parts of
Cunningham, do; Forest Queen, Dyer, Portland.
outstanding, to wit, tlie accounts against
dispatch one watch; and that those parts of a
Belfast, Wednesday, March •_*, 1870.
that the libelant give notiee ol the
Ordered,
tlie
March
1.
Sell
Helen
pendency
following named persons, due the estate of said
dates that 50 lives were
Maria,
Prince,
Portland.
of his libel, by causing an attested copy of the same
saved from the the number of 400. Such are the a. watch read, flour,
*7.00 to 11 Hound llog,
Bankrupt:
12 to 14
SAILED.
Movements
of
with this order thereon, to be published three weeks
Corn Meal,
< bieida, Imt
1.20 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
.lames Maddocks,
Bankers.
$30 to 32
gives no names.
$0,01 Milos Richards,
machinery, as made and operated in this mode Rye Meal,
Feb. 25. Sch James Jewett, Coombs, Boston.
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successively in the Republican .lournaal, a public
1.50 to 0.00 Uutton per
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7.05 B. F. Tucker,
manufactory of watches.
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March 1. Sell Orion, Osborn, Philadelphia.
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Churchill,
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be
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do,
publication
least
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American Corn,
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75.95 Rosilla Heal,
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Cyrus
Richards,
third Tuesday of April next, that the libelee
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to
the
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may
prices varying from §14. 75. to ag^j,
Geese,
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Uideon Tower,
1H.50 Mrs. McKenney,
I*. 8.—We have issued pamphlets containing full
30.21
Invisible Photographs—curious and
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ouch. The styles include
paramusing—25 cents then and there appear and show cause, if any she have Charles Wadsworth, 30.34 Charles
ton,
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Dean.
stem-winding ami key- Oats,
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45 to oo Lime,
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Potatoes,
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Jefferson Young,
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winding watches—the stem-winders being a speci- Dried
Dean.
hundred
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bound
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40
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There seems to he a manifest
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upon application.
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A true copy of libel and order o( Court thereon.
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The girl'of the
Cooking, do.
ins- alty,
I. L. B. Young,
25 to 30 tographs,a
15.SO Josiah Miller,
Wool,
‘10C* ,n this
Attest—S. L. MILL’IKEN, Clerk.
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;;;;
splendid colored engraving, very gay only 15
act, ii it becomes a law; as they facturers in this country. Tlie watches have both Butter,
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Uideon Young,
0.47 Frank Richards,
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to
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Silv.inus Richards,
7 to 00 a
4.so Warren Tyler,
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LETTER FROM

COME, IN BEAUTIFUL DREAMS.

THE GIFT

Come, in beautiful dreams, love.
Oh ! come and we’ll stray
Where the whole year is crowned
With the blosonis of May—
Where eaeli sound is as sweet
As the echo of a dove.
And the gale are as soft
Vs the breathings of love;
\\ here the beams kiss the waves.
And the waves kiss the beach,
And our warm lips may catch
The sweet lessons they teach.
in beautiful dreams, love.
Ob! come and we'll fly
Like two winged spirits
Of love, through the sky:
With band elapsed in hand,
(in our dream-wings we'll go
Where the starlight and moonlight
Art bending their glow;
Vnd on the bright clouds we’ll linger,
t if purple and gold,
Till die angels shall envy
The bliss they behold.'
(

erne,

THE AGE OF WISDOM.

Ho. pretty page, with the dimpled chin.

That never has known the barber's shear
All you wish is woman to win,
This is the way that boys begin.—
Wait till you come to Forty Year.
urlv good locks cover foolish brains.
Hilling and cooing is all you cheer;
sighing and singing of midnight strains,
t inier Homiybell's window panes,—
Wait till you come to Forty Year!
<

Forty times over let Michaelmas pass..
Grizzling hair the brain doth clear—

Then you know a boy is an ass,
Then you know the worth of a lass,
Once you have come to Forty Year.

Pledge

me round, I bid ye declare,
All good fellows whose beams are gray.
Did not the fairest of the fair
Common grow and wearisome ere
Ever a month was past away';

The reddest lilts that ever have kissed.
The brightest eyes that ever have shone.
Mav pray and whisper, and we not list,
<ir look awav, and never be missed.
Ere yet ever a month is gone.
Gillian's dead, God rest her bier;
How I loved her twenty years syne!
Marian’s married, blit I sit here
Alone and merry at Forty Year,
Dipping my nose in the Gascon wine.

SOMETHING ABOUT BATS.
lints are found in nearly all parts of the
world excepting the extreme cold regions:
they arc most abundant within the tropics,
but at least one species lives in Oregon : there
arc
species in Asia, Africa, North and South
America. Europe and Australia, and several
insulated islands contain varieties which are
found in no other place.
As to food, the whole order may tie divided
into two groups—the larger including about
two hundred different kinds, which all live
upon insects; the smaller including only
forty or fifty species, which devour various
tropical fruits: these frugi vorous bats belong
to the genus Pteropus, and all inhabit the Indian Archipelago and tropical Africa; they
are also called Itouscttes.
The “kalong,” already mentioned, is one
of those frugiverous species, and has a body
equal to that of a cat, supported by wings
which are live feet from tip to tip when outstretched ; the kalongs are gregarious, too,
and at night descend upon the fig orchards
in troops, generally following each other in
single tile, like crows; having reached the
tree-, they distribute themselves and quickly
devour the ripor fruit. They even crawl beneath the wicker cases hv means of which
the agriculturist attempts to protect his crops,
and can only be wholly excluded by the careful enclosure of each cluster within a separate netting or basket.
Iii return lor their nocturnal depredations,
tho natives, and even some of the civilized
residents of those islands, hunt the “Hying
foxes.” and by seeking their diurnal lodgingplace in the dark woods,—their roost, it mav
well he called, since they remain there motionless, unless to quarrel for a hotter place—
they are able to kill hundreds of them, for
the hats see very poorly in the day-time, and
wheel round and round in Hocks without attempting to escape. The fattest of the slain
are then selected for eating, and there is no
reason win they should not bo
very delicate
and palatable food, nor is their appearance
really so repelling, as that of oysters or lob-

IJcto Jbbcitiscmcnts.

Washington, February 0, 187o.

in uiioRci: p. riiKXTici-:.

Come, in beautiful dreams, love.
Oh! come to me oft,
When the white wings of sleep
(in my bosom lies soft;
Oil! come when the sea
In the moon's gentle light.
Beats soft on the air.
Like tile pulse of the night—
When the sky and the wave
Wear their loftiest blue,
When the dew’s on the flower,
And the stars on the dew.

MACK.1’

ENTBUl’KISE ONCE MOKE.
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J'^aws!

AXES, BELTING and
MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustable Points,

superior

to all Inserted Teeth Saws.
^Prices Red
436*3011 rI tor Price List and Circulars. j?4r
W ELCII & ORIFF1THS.
(Boston, Hfitss., or Detroit. HlicSi.

At

tiic Foot of MAIN STREET, deal in

FISII OF ALL KINDS.
then fresh from the briney depths twice u
spotted Co l, the silvery llake, the lively
Haddock, beautiful for chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
the ponderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the appetising Flounder, and the savory Clam,—all nuv be found
was

who
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i*&=LJJBThis House now stands among the lirst Hotels
in Boston, having been lately refurnished and put in
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Simonton Bros. & Co.
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have been taken from the Shelves

itrous Oxide Gas

put upon their Counters,

one

x

jn’.

trip

per week

during

whole lot,

i

the winter.

Eieatinu- Belfast every 1 UK.3DAY. Upturning-.
GEO. G. WI LLS,
Jeave Boston every FRIDAY.
t f 22
Agent.
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prior
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Belfast, Maine.

taking

Goods,

Goods

Savage’s TJrsina,

account
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J \* ILL 111 FOEKKITKl) BY Dk. l.L'IX
fi f il tailing to cur. in lest* time tha* auv
other physician, inor. effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or let?* exposure to all
weather, with Hate
pleasant medicines.

)l

of

LOOK!

Fancy

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases ot the
v-kiu; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and body ; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu
tionai and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
vanced, at all ages, ot
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

regardless

busy
marking

i>it.

Endicolt direct. II»»ton, Vlkft»«.

»S

is so arranged that patents never sc*-or In ir each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is !¥o. *-21. hav
ing no connection with Ins residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any person
hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX
,.ud it cannot be coutradicted, except by
who will say or do anything, even perjure them

boldly assert.

quacks,

selves, to impose upon patients,) that he

IOOK!LOOK!

IS

ONLY

ItK

TWENTY YEARS
in treatment ol Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &e.t that lie is much r commended, and par
ticulurly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

engaged

IOOK
IOOK

To

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promts* *.
and pretention* of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of th-. nature and character of Special
Disease-, and less to their cure. Some exhibit torg*-d
Diplomas ot I nstitutious or Colleges, which never existed
inpart d tin- world; others exhibit Diplomas of the
Dead’ how obtained, unknown; not
assuming and
ii.flv. rti.-dng • n mum s ot those in- rted m the diplomas,
s of other celnam*
assume
but to further their Imposition
ebrated jdr -ivM’.i- long since dead. Neither be deceived

only

b?

It is now quite well understood that at
least one carpel-bag member of the House—
a gentleman from South Carolina—is implicated in the sale of West Point cadetships.
There is promise of full exposure, and the
public will soon know all about it. But the
most remarkable feature ot the thing to my
mind is—not that the carpet-baggers should
sell their influence and their votes for such
sums as they can get, but that people should
wonder when they do so. Congress has deliberately imposed this set of vile creatures
upon ten States of the Union. The reconstruction laws have rendered any thing like

respectable representation impossible: they

best’’
It your storekeeper
not have these articles for
sale, ask him to get them; they are sold by respectable
jobbers almost everywhere.
Circular of prices mailed on application.

P. LORILLARD & CO., New York.

j
1
i
i

or

over

TO ALL WANTING

FARMS.

5W,0!)0 Acre: Fruit and Farm Lunds, tor sale cheap
in lots to suit purchasers, in South Jersey, on r.tilro i.
2! miles south ol Phiiad-dphia. Soil, line loam, superior
for all crops; country rolling; climate mild and proverbtally healthv ; water soft and pure. No fever and ague.
Map and lull information sent free. Address
MORRIS & CO..
I' anklinville, Gloucester County, N. J.

Aromatic

have excluded from office every man in the
South who is fit to hold it, and made ten mill-

Vegetable Soap-

In

Bank, Railroad

and other

723,200.00
<»7,ij.*sS.24

v andil'^’^
o

©

R

p.

Mailed

stock,

who cannot expose
to further their inimuch
that iH written
medical
from
books,
p* -.tion-, c-.ipy
of tli. qualities and elf cts of different herbs and plants
mid ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specitics
&e., tm-'f of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of
ancient belief of itsi{ curing everything,'’ but now
kill more than is cured,” and those not
known n
kill, d, constitution.illy injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

ti.e

NO

:i

receipt

2.*2,100.00
.*,913.x 1
IS,45s,94
152,809.59
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of Price.
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ltcllast, Maine.
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all sizes from two feet to six U et six
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some
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A. B. MATHEWS,

THE EXCELSIOR

SHIRT PATTERNS

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

—CUT AT—

NEW

Commissioner for Maine.
U Wall St., New York,

\o.

EMERY SAWYER, Agent,

hand of

C. D. FIELD,

KIP, .Secretary.

1

No. II Phcunix Row.

!

$1.3X15,750.5“

York. County ot New York. 1X70.
Personally appeared Henry Kip, Secretary ot said
Niagara Fire Insurance Company, and made oath to the
truth of the forgoing statement^ bv him subscribed, ac.-t knowledge and belief.
cording to his
Before me, THU. SADLER,

YORK

IS.

5 iliniani !»rr4M*E

rT1HlS Company issues all kinds ot Idle and Endow-

L.

So. lO 11

I

people

uti:irges are very mod* rate. Communications sacredly
Confidential, ami all may rely on him with the strictest
-ecrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t.»e
l nited States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address l1;;.
Dix,No.21 Endioott .St. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 isro—1 vr

LoRI)‘S

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

igl» fit.

the victims of unprincipled ad- I
1 ment Insurance Policies. Especial attention is
3w32
Belfavt.
You cannot name to-day among |
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this (A mpany, bv which after the payment of live or
tiie carpet-bag members and Senators in Con- !
Norwich Fire Insurance Company. I more annual premiums, they may be converted into AnDR. FOSTER’S
could
be
to
a
man
who
elected
nuities.
single
gross
Of NORWICH, CONN.
This prevision is in addition to the ordinary non-forany office in the country in the North from
E. LEARNED. P\\
!.. ST EE RE, Sec’y.
feiting character of the Policies of this or any other
which he emigrated, to fasten himself upon an
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
Capital Stock of Company, actually paid
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the
unwilling people through the instrumentality
SOI. 3) UV ILL DIII'GGIMTN.
in,
$300*000.00
payment of reuewal premiums,
The Re- i
of Congressional reconstruction.
Surplus, January 1, IS?"
00,994.10
Dividends applied at the option ot the assured.
sters
publicans in Congress are beginning to sec ]
No restriction upon resilience or travel in tin1 l nited
The rapidity with which they eat is aston- this, and to complain of it: but it is too late. !
$300,994.40 stales or Europe.
SAMUEL T, HOWARD,
ASSETS.
President.
ishing; and 1 cannot bettor illustrate this and As Mirabeau said in the Convention of France,
Bank Stocks,
$10.3,013.-50
HILL PAl AGEAT54 A MALI H A
other peculiarities of tho hats than by describ- when the Abbe
Railroad Bonds,
of $-'IO pt'r week aiui expenses, or allow a
107,000.00
J. I. WATTS, General Agent. South Hrooks. Me.
Sieyes complained of the exA
on
hand
aud
with
Cash
10,335.1.5
to sell our new wonderful inventions*
Charles Austin,
)
ing the doings of one which I tamed this au- tremes to which the revolutionists were go- large commission,
Interest due and accrued,
M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
9,525.75
Address,
15LUTON FoSTK.lt,
It was a small species, but as is often
tumn.
A11 other asset-,
ing, “My dear Abbe, you have loosed the
4,500.00
FitKP Cushman,
Sp'.a ial Agent.-.
the ease, bore a very long name—Vespertilio bull; do you think he will not use hi< horns ?”
I
Gko. Mayo,
Revolver#.--West's Six Shooter. A
$300,974.40
Fred
e\
noveabraeensis. The body was three inches
durable
tour-inch
barrt
1.
Pitcher,
Price
J
$1.50
neat,
weapon,
A Sure Cure and instant Relief
1.1 ABFLI riES.
Congress has “loosed the. bull,*’ and be is
Address S. G. AUSTIN, Elsie, Mich.
long, including a delicate iittle tail, which simply using his horns. There never was a post-paid.
: Losses adj listed but not due.
$3,101.84 j
'■
AGENTS
WANTED
GOOD
I
was generally curled forward out of
Losses
3,1 H .50
s
sight; its more dastardly crime committed against a
»
$200 a month with Stencil Dies. 1 Due for unadjusted
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Flesh, fleshy hoio oi l thou Jishijicl!"
And the poet was right, as usual. He understood the
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of Phthisic inn few minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lungs
and air colls, and relief is immediate and certain.
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SAWS of all descriptions.

PHILO CHASE,

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,
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The White House Gift Enterprise would
lie much less objectionable to the people, and
much less harmful to the country, if its contributors were paid more promptly—if the
drawings took place more frequently, and
the prizes were awarded with greater punctuality. But this tiling of letting it drag its
slow course along through the space of a
year or more, and allowing long, dreary
months to intervene between the donation
and the ofliee, is an intolerable bore—not
alone to the unfortunate contributor, whom
it keeps in the straight-jacket of anxious expectancy, but to the country generally, whose
people are interested more or less in the patronage of the Administration, to the extent of
seeing it fitly bestowed. Who would have
thought that Grant’s magnificent villa at
Long Branch would come into consideration
at this late day to decide the claims of rival
candidates for the vacant seat on the Supreme bench? Yet it has done so. The decision has been made in favor of the gentleman who was conspicuous in getting up that
donation.
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